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of thm PtcLipLpt nr. -1. trw. 

to orart 8t 3.25 m . 

ADDRESS BT FATIMP JBAII-BERTRAND ARISTIDI, PRIWIDtllT O? THE RKPUBLIC O? HAITI 

-1 The Aarembly will firrt hear an addrsas by the 

Proridont of the Republic of Raiti, 

-1 On behalf of the General Assembly, I have the honour 

to welcome to the United Nations the President of the Republic of Haiti, 

Hir Bxcollency Isthor Jean-Bertrand Aristide, and to invite him to address the 

Arrembly. 

B (interpretation from trench): I am happy to 

grOOt you on behalf of the Haitian people, whose hearts beat in time with 

liberty, pride and dignity: the liberty we have conquered, the pride we have 

redircovered and the dignity we have restored. From a distance may be 

glimpsed the smiles of a people happy to greet you in the manner of 

“lavslas” . Irom a distance may be heard the voice of the Haitian nation happy 

to be part of the United Nations, happy to be present at the United Nations. 
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A8 the echo of thi8 rmltitude of Haitian voicer rerounda, I rirh to 

l xtond to Mr. Bbihabi my rarmart congratulation8 on hi8 election to the 

pr~8idOklCy Of th. tinOr &8Orb1y at it8 forty-rixth 8WB8bOn. Hi8 

l xceptioaal qualitiar and hi8 vart l xperianca in dealing with intarnational 

problem8 hava undoubtadly rakindlad hope. 

I 8hOuld lika to taka thir opportunity to l xpra88 our qratitudo to hi8 

predec888or, Mr. Guido De Umco, who conducted tha procaadinqr of tha General 

A88e1nbly at it8 forty-fifth rarrion 80 wi8ely and with such competence. 

I want alro to pay a warm tribute to the Sacretary-General, 

Mr. Javior Pore8 da Cuellar, for hi8 courage and patience. Hi8 mandata, 

unfortunately, will orpire in the next few months. Without the slightest 

doubt, he ha8, with rkil‘ and farrightedness, put into effect the 

prescription8 laid down for tha international cormunity in the Charter of the 

United Nationr. To a vary large extent, the United Nation8 is in hi8 debt for 

the rsrtoration of confidence that it is enjoying today. We shall long 

remember thir reprarentativo of Latin American diplomacy. 

(spoke) 

To my dear Latin American friend8 and companions I extend a fraternal 

greeting. A8 you know, we share the experience of struggle - struggle against 

the enslavement of man by man, struggle for the advent of an @ra of peace and 

the total liberation of the Latin American continent and the whole world. 

With our comradal, friend8, brother8 and sisters we wera united 

ye8terday, and we ara rtill united, for certainly, with democracy, victory 

will be ourx. Togo the r , we shall prevail. 
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The vibration of them linquirtic chorQ8 l ncour&ges me to add jurt a few 

note8 to thi8 mylphony of laIJqUaqm8. 

(W) 

I am 8Urm that ~lophon.8 8r8 delight8d t0 he8r a Haitian VOiCO raying 

hello. Hare wa are on the way to democracy. fighting 8qain8t ml1 kind8 of 

injurtice and l rploitation. The world, of cour8e, will be better. Let’8 q0. 

Up with the poor. Up with Haiti and Haitiaaa livinq in the United State8 of 

America, building solidarity for the kingdom of jurtice, rorpect and dignity. 

To arrive at tbir rtaqe of life in the hi8tOry of Baiti, fri8adr aad 

orqsnirations within the iateroatiooal c-unity provide groat 8Olidarity to 

the Haitian peopls. For that solidarity, we expresr our qratitude to all. 

Par the rolidarity, we rhall r8maio grat8ful to IhO Orq8nitatiOn that helped, 

and cootiau8r to help, Haitian people. ?or deCadO8, Haiti8nr have been 

refugee8 around the world. To the countries that have received u8 we 8ay, 

“Thank8”. To the couotries that have mistreated u8 we 8ay, "took, brOther8, 

we are Haitians. and we are proud to be Haitisnr. Wo love Haiti, and we are 

proud to love Haiti. We 8re citizens of the world, and we are proud to be 

citirenr of the world.” To thO80 who have received u8 with respect and 

dignity w8 say once again, “Thanks”. 

(sookeia) 

Many of our African and Arab brothers, of Courbe, rpeak Enqlirh. But 

thir do08 not mea0 that we cannot have feCOur8e to the linqala 18ngU8gO to 

greet all Africans. 
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I gr8ot all Africeum. Bolidarity botwon Africa and Haiti. Let UI r0a.w 

the link8 with Africa and roturn to our root8 of solidarity, h8nd in h8nd. I 

love Africa and invit8 African8 to come to Haiti. 

((inrr) 

I love Africa. 

I wish also to have r8courle to Arabic to rposk to our Arab ri8t8rr and 

brothers. 

(sPokein 

Bow are you doing? I am very happy. Ble88ed be th8 mm8 of the Lord. 

Peace be among you. 

(Win 

For peace in the Middle Gast my h8art open8 to the Jews with these words 

of peace: 

(ppoke in8~¶ ii by t&8 d8la1 

Peace be with you. Blessed be God. I lived for three years in Israel 

and learned your language, and today I am happy to say to you on behalf of my 

people, “Peace to all of you”. We now have the opportunity, together, to do 

many good things. However, we do not have the time today to mention them 

all. The time will come. Blessed be God. 

(me in Prom) 

How can we turn our eyes towards Germany and Italy without saying: 

(spoke in Germeel iawtion from rraac;b text fur- delsaatfon * 1 

Good afternoon. How are you? Together we are strong. We have many 

things to do, and of course we ahall travel towards democracy. 
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Alr*aQy I horn th8 Mica of l loqwnt rllonc* l ki4 Y Vh8t 8bout Imly?" 

hpQk9inItrliralhm) 

Lot tbto round 8n It8li8m noto. 68ro it ir - kttot 1810 thrn n8v.r. 

It wuld hsva boon difficult for Y to forgmt my friends, l rpacimlly when I 

think th8t 8t thir wry tin may of thmn 8ro working for pa8c8. We h8W l aid 

0V.r 8d OVet 48ia t0 8vWyOm, urd tod8y = l 8y 48ilb th8t t0 l pak Of 

pesce ir to rp88k of the paoplo. ?h8t ir why rr, 8rO happy to b. -4 you. 

(~iniYfr--mbvsbv 

Lot ropramnt8tiver guerm which 184u4e ir now 9oin9 to make ite ontry 

intO th0 Ul3it.d N8tiOlUB. Yea, it is Creole of courm. 
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Yom, we are 0x1 our way, tcqothor with all pooplen of all the Uaited 

Rationa. towardr a bettor tomorrow. 

Indmod, thir docado has bqun with ovoatm that can rhap tho future of 

mankind and of courma 9iva rise to hopor and quemtionr. Thm forty-mirth 

rammion of the Goarral hsmwnbly cryatalliaw, in our viw, a period of 

profound raflectiou for the international conmuaity. Ualike previour periods, 

this rerrioa ir taking place at a time when profound upheavals are appreciably 

changing the geopolitical axes of our planet. The dialectic of a bipolar 

policy in prompting the international comnunity to woader who is to accede to 

the seat of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics in the General Assembly 

and the Security Council of the United Naticns? What about democracy at the 

global level? 

We are talking about the future of the geopolitical axes, which should 

never be allowed to develop into totalitarian and absolute power. 

At a time wh@D the international cosanunity is concerned with changes in 

the geopolitical axe8 of the planet, let us turn to our dear Haiti, the 

rebellious, faithful daughter, a rebel against all imperialist dictates but 

faithful to all democratic prescriptions. 

I should like to speak of ten milestones that line our way; we could call 

them the tea democratic commandments that arise from our democratic praxis. 

Our message will be confined to the democratic arena, where the ten democratic 

commands stand up in a straight line. 

The first milestone, or the first democratic con@mandment, ir liberty or 

death. As you know, Haiti was one of the first beacons of liberty in the 

Western Hemisphere. In 1791, we gave the world ita first slave revolution, 
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(V) 

which enabled hundredr of thousands of blacks to throw off the yoke of 

r.pr0tIlli0n. The leaderr of thie victoriour revolution helped to finance the 

liberation crueade of Simon Bolivar in South America. It wao in Haiti chat 

rlavory wee first abolished. taking a giant stride toward8 human freedom. 

yron the Haitian revolution grew the roots of the declaration of human 

rights. The Haiti of Boukmann, Desaalines and Toussaint Louverture was and 

remains the first black republic in the world. 

Like a star of liberty, Haiti shines in the eyes of all. Throughout our 

himtory, of ten glorious, sometime8 troubled, we have always recalled with 

pride the unprecedented exploits of our ancestors. The cries of liberty or 

death, liberty or death, far from being stifled in a sterile past, ring out 

continually in the heart of a people that has becQme, forever, a free nation. 

All throughout our march towards 1991, in spite of our contribution to 

the free world, Haiti has not been able to open all the doors of the 

international cosrnunity. The colonists of those days and their allies were 

afraid of freedom, as were our leaders and the traditional oligarchy. White 

colonists, black colonists - we had to throw o;f the yoke of black dictators 

and their international allies. 

Happily, in 1986, to the surprise of the entire world, the Haitian people 

overthrew a dictatorial regime of 30 years’ standing. This was the beginning 

of the end of a dictatorship which has left indelible scars. But the more we 

recall these scars, the louder we cry: liberty or death, liberty or death. 

The second milestone, or democratic cosunandment, is democracy or death. 

After having thrown out the repressive, corrupt regime of the Duvaliers on 

7 February 1986, the people of Charlemagne Peralte had only one choice: to 

establish, once and for all, a demo ratic regime in Haiti. Hence, liberty or 
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death ir l quivalont to domoctacy or death. We thotofoto rtrugqlod 

relontlorrly for the attainment of our rightr aqainrt minority qroupe that 

hold a monopoly on pomr aftot 1906. A rmlantlorr rtruqqlo and a legitimate 

One, rinco thorn in power did nothing to chanqe the nature of thm Stat., which 

for ruch a lonq time croated condition8 for maintaining the rtatur quo and the 

functioning of the machinery of exploitation and reptorrion. 

Hnally, on 16 Decoa&et 1990, thank8 to thm valour of the Haitian people 

and thank8 to your contribution, for th8 fir8t time we held free, fair and 

democratic l loctioa8. Honour to the haitian ma88.8. Glory to our ance8tor8, 

who thwarted coloniali8a at the beginning of the 19th century. Hail to the 

international co-unity and hail to the United liatiOn8! 

This is indeed an important first, in history. For once, for the first 

time, a people with an ingenious tactical movement brought about a revolution 

by the ballot box. The election of the President of the Republic by a 

majority of more than 70 per cent on th8 first ballot symbolires the victory 

of the people, the power of the people and the demands of the people. 

These free, fair and democratic elections are ultimately the result of 

our own political strategy, that is to 8ay, the historic upsurge of 

“lavalas”. We fought in the manner of “lavalas”, we won in the manner of 

“lavalas” and we are advancing in the manner of “lavalas”. 

In union there is strength, this is our motto, With the fork of division 

one cannot drink the soup of elections; with the fork of division, one cannot 

drink the soup of democracy. 

In a way, the “lavalaa” strategy is akin to the thoughts of the Pope, 

who, in his “Centesimu8 Annus" encyclical, suggested that events in Eastern 

Europe and the Soviet Union were paving the way for the reaffirmation of the 
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"poritivo chatactor of M 8uthontic theology of tbo total likr8tion of mm". 

In Haiti, thim thooleqical approwh cannot k confined to a rim@. 8n8lyria of 

realityt it ia want to bo, rM.hor, 8 Mthod Of thought aBd 8CtiOn in tba 

rcLoo1 of tha poor, 8 privilqmd mite Of th. rOV.latiOn Of cod, thm hiatOriC81 

WIbjOCt Of thi, StrW&JlO for th. tot81 likr8tiOB Of ran. 

It is on tb8 bsrir of the l xpmrionco of th8 poor that wo bar@ the 

tm8Ching# Of th0 demOCr8tiC praxis, fumlled and illwainated, oL courmo, by the 

thoolcqy of freedor. Tbo dialectic to ba l mtabliahod botmon the theology of 

froodoll snd tbo politicr of froadon nece8marily paarsr through thm life and 

erp :ioncer of the poor. 
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When Joan-Paul Sartrm criticirsd Xogsl he uoted that the latter had 

overlooked the fsct that a void is devoid of something, and vo liberation 

theologian8 can stat@ that the void of poverty is an avid void, and not devoid 

of what ir essential. Avid of liberation, its void entails a legitimsts 

expectation rho80 eaaence dwells witnin the spirit of the poor. It lives by 

3: ‘.ng life to democracy. We, who ale electsd democratically; must be 

faithful to itc rights. 

I turn now to the third milestone of democracy: fidelity to human 

rights. If a man has duties, he certainly also has rights, right8 to be 

respected and rights to respect, rights to guarantee that ultimately a State 

ruled by law ~111 emerge. 

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights is and must remain sacred. Tt 

is our heavy responsibility to observe the Constitution faitiful1.i to 

guarantee our inalienable rights to life, liberty and the pursuit of 

happiness, in keeping with our Act of Independence of 1804 and the 1948 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights. 

There must be respect for the Constitution, in order to build a socially 

just, economically free and politically independent Haitian nation. 

There must be respect for the Constitution in order to establish 

ideological pluralism and political diversity, to strengthen national unity, 

to eliminate the differences betwaen towns and rural areas, to ensurrt the 

separation and the harmonious allocation of executive, judiciary and 

parliamentary powers: so aa to establish a government based on fundamental 

freedoms and respect for human rights, a national dialoged, and the 

participation of the population as a whole in major defisions touching upon 

national life through an effective decentralization. 
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The fwrth mllortone or fourth commandment of democracy is the right to 

eat and the right to work. 

It goes without rsyinp that the right to eat ia an integral part of human 

rights. 1he erirtence of a parson who is hungry because he io erplblted 

indict6 both the oppressor and the authorities who are responsible for 

enforcing respect for the inalienable and indefeasible right to life. In 

Haiti, victims of international exploitation have difficulty getting enough to 

eat becaure they themselves are being ground by the axea of international 

exploitation. In the arm8 race, the nations of the world are devoting to it 

more than $500 billion & year, or $1.4 billion every day. Only 15 days of 

such expenditure could eradicate hunger from the planet for many years. 

The tragedy of hunger arises not out of lack of food but out of a lack of 

social justice. Work, more work, always work - this is what man needs if he 

is to earn his bread by the sweat of his brow. It has been noted that if the 

amount being spent on building a B-l bomber were to be spent on constructing 

duellings, 70,000 jobs would be created. 

How can we justify the fact that 71 per cent of Haitian farmers cultivate 

only a small aquare of land, less than 1.2 hectares? How can we justify the 

fact that 30 per cent of the wealthiest landowners in our country own more 

than two thirds of the arable land? 

We must rise above the age-old indifference of the dominant political and 

economic 8ectors and demand respect for the right to food and the right to 

work. The hunger of one man is the hunger of all men. Everyone must work to 

achieve a labouring civilization in which the roots of hunger will be 

eradicated. The hunger of one man is the hunger of all men. 
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no numt 90 beyond vorbiago and l rploro em of the factual pathwaye that 

have beon traversed rinco 7 Iobruary 1991. On 7 Iobruary 1991 thu “lavalas” 

government began to bring order to the admioirtration. Btate reaourr’m have 

increarod appreciably. In the lest four month8 of the prior government. 

fiscal and cumtom8 revenue8 stood at a monthly averago of 

66.6 million gourdma, in contra8t to an average of 122.9 million for the first 

four mobthr of our “lavalas” govorrunent, with a clear upward trend - 

137.6 million in the month of June. As for l xpendituren, in November 1990 the 

former government spent 164.7 million gourderr in June 1991, the “lsvalaa” 

government rpent only 66 million. Thu8, for the first time in a long time, 

public funds showed a rurplus of 41 million gourder. 

An increase in food production ir a necesrity. In order to achieve this, 

we are going to implement the agrarian reform set forth in article 248 of the 

Constitution and provide peasants with the wherewithal for production. 

The participation of the private sector is essential for the creation of 

highly labour-intensive businesses. Whereas in the past illegal practices 

made it possible for ~orrte sector6 to plunder the country to the detriment of 

the vast majority of the population, our “lavalas” government is ensuring 

respect for the rights of all: the right to invest in accordance with the 

provisions of the Constitution; the right to work for human and economic 

growth. To our dear friends and investors abroad, Haiti here and now extends 

a most cordial and heartfelt welcome. 

The fifth milestone of the democratic cornnandment is the right to demand 

our due. In the past five years the Haitian people have made an outstanding 

and remarkable contribution to the democratic struggle that is being waged 

throughout the world. As the democratic tide surged in - in Eastern Europe, 
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iu A8ia, in the Middle tart, South Africa and Central and Gouth hmerica - we 

in Haiti witneared an avalanche of democracy we have called “levalas”. Ro 

democratic nation can exist in isolation without geopolitical, diplomatic, 

economic and international ties. 

Today, WQ eeo our right to demand our duQ ae part of thia network of 

relationehipe, in which we can on the one hsnd recogaiee the fruit8 of a rich 

but impavsrished past end on the other discern the fruits of an exploited but 

hopeful present, thanks to the opportunity we now have to combine a colonited 

past with a democratic present. 

Haraclitua of tphssus rightly said: "Awakened man have but one world, 

but men asleep haVQ each their own." Awakened men and woman of Haiti, our 

world is a world of justice, justice for all, justice for us Haitians, who 

have all too often bean the victims of social injustice. 

If we scan the horiron of this world of justice, we wonder how long the 

impOVQriQhQd will bs forced to cry out, with Democritusr “We seek the good 

and do not find it, we find evil without seeking it." 

In the belief that @lens ag&& mow - mitd can move matter - our policy 

will continua to be attentive to the masses, who are calling for the respect 

and dignity due them. The same applies for the treatment inflicted upon so 

many of our Haitian brothers and sisters who live in foreign lands. 
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The eixth democratic mileatone or coexnandment ior self-defence in the 

diarpora - the no-called tenth department. Hunted and harassed until 1991 by 

the blind brutality of the repreoaive machine, or by the structures of 

exploitation farhioned into an anti-democratic oyetem, our Haitian sisters and 

brothers have not slrsye experienced the joy of finding a pronieed land. 

They were considered to be illegal because the torturers would not give 

their victims properly aigned certificates of torture; they were considered to 

bo illegal because they had to travel ao boat people or without legal identity 

papers. Rut they made a large contribution to the economic prosperity of 

boasea who preferred malleable and freely exploitable human labour, 

What can we say about OUT sisters and brothers imprisoned in Xrome, rnd 

elsewhere? Is it not time, in the name of democracy, to study their canes and 

turn their muffsring into rejoicing? With a view to encouraging the 

authorities concerned to take the appropriate stepa to bring about this 

long-awaited rejoicing, we in the Haitian Government are constantly fighting 

against fraudulent practices and the procurement of false visas on Haitian 

territory. 

As we address the forty-sixth seaaion of the General Assembly, we are 

expressing ourselves in these terms for the sake of the well-being of our 

community. We feel bound to denounce and condemn before the whole of mankind 

the flagrant violation of the rights of Haitians living in the Dominican 

Republic. While we racognize the sovereignty of the Dominican Republic, we 

must firmly denounce and condemn this violation of human rights. 

Haiti and the Dominican Republic are the two wings of a single bird, two 

nations which share the beautiful island of Hispaniola. Echoing the cries of 
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all the victimr whore right6 are denied them, and in keeping with our 

comitment to rerpect human rightr, derpite the racial problema and financial 

difficulties caused by this forced repatriation, we intend to l how respect for 

both wings of the bird. Thir is atteeted to by the welcome that Haiti giver 

all those men and women who crone our border, be they Haitian@ or Dominicanr. 

In rolidarity with dimadvantaged minorities. we call for reparation, am much 

for Dominican citisenm by birth but of Haitian origin a8 for Haitian citiasns 

who have fallen victim to thin repatriation. 

(W) 

It J.s not a matter of weeping when one realires what is happening in the 

Dominican Republicr it is a matter of defending human rights, in the name of 

the Haitian people, in the name of all men who are really men and all women 

who are really women throughout the world. Therefore, we Haitians are working 

together with our Dominican brothers and sisters to be able to live in 

communion, with a continuing dialogue. 

That is why, together with Dominican men and women who do not agree with 

this flouting of human rights, we Haitian men and women, we the entire Haitian 

people, declare to the world that we demand reparation. 

We shall always walk side by side with the Dominican people as brothers 

and sisters, in order to live in peace, but a man worthy of the name can never 

bow his head when human rights are trampled upon as they now are in the case 

of Haitiana born in the Dominican Republic or in Haiti, Haitians of Dominican 

origin, or Dominicans of Haitian origin. It is regrettable that the question 

of colour comes into play even when Dominicans are involved. 
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Arrertad and l xpellod into Haitian territory, they generally have no 

homer, familiar or l lnployment. Coarorvativo eatirnston place the number of 

repatriated permonr at mot0 than 50,000 already. In the hop@ that the 

international acpnclam concerned will assirt UB to l nauro reapoct for 

fundamental human r ightr , w here and nor roleanly proclaim with pride and 

dignity that never again sl~sll our Haitian misterr and brotherr be sold IIO 

that their blood may be converted into bitter sugar. Blood in bitter sugar is 

unacceptable - and ths unacceptable shall not be accepted. 

(PPW) 

I hope that my Dominican brothers and sirterr will alwaye walk ride by 

side with ua in dialogue 80 that together we may protect the rights of all 

Dominican8 and lisitians. 

X ray to my Dominican brothers, whom I love 80 much: let UI 90 forward 

together to build a world of peace. 

(sPPkain) 

The seventh democratic milestone or cormnandmsat is: No to violence, yea 

to “lavalas” . Is an unarmed political revolution possible in 19917 Yes. 

Incredible, but true. This is “lavalas” teaching: the tactical and strategic 

convergence of democratic forces brandiahea the weapon of unity to combat that 

of violence. A stunning victory, a historic surprise! 

In the schools of the poor, the teaching of active non-violence and of 

unity is triumphing over institutionalired violence. 1804 wan the date of our 

firat independence, but 1991 marks the beginning of the era of our second 

independence. 
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IS there any democratic nstioa tbat ia capable of ronainio9 indifferent 

to this victory of non-violeaco prociraly wbora rtructuror of l conomic 

violanco rtill l xiat? In it lmgitimate to try the patience of the victimr cf 

economic violence? Thor0 ir no policy apart from relationrhipr of Irtrangth, 

but there is alao no economy apart from ralatioaahips of interest. 

Becauw of the rortoration of peace, the capital of non-violence that the 

Haitian maare@ have iovaated im yielding coasiderahlo economic intermat. A 

simple prycho-racial analyrlr ia wry eloquent. For the more 8ocial 090 is 

attacked by oligarchical eclero~in, the hralthler it becomer, prychologically, 

politically and economically. The teaching of non-violence should arouse a 

collective awarenem of our land of non-violence. Ours is a land of 

non-violance, where 85 per cent of the population is 8till crushed by economic 

vio;encs, is still illiterate - but is not stupid. Making these victims 

literate requires help from the true friends of Haiti - not simply friends, 

but true friends. You who are our true friends. work with ub not as observera 

but aa parformsrs. as citiaens of the world. We hope we can count on your 

cooperation in our literacy campaign. Any cooperation at this level attests 

to a determination to combat economic violence by active non-violence. Where 

the guns of vllolence sound, let the sun of non-violence shine in the "lavalas" 

spirit. 

The eighth democratic milestone or commandment is: faithfulness to the 

human being - the ultimate wealth. 

To speak of the human being as the ultimate wealth may perhaps suggest 

that one is disregarding gold, oil and dollars. Par from it. There is wealth 

and wealth. According to certain experts, if the hydro-electric potential of 

the United States were to be fully exploited, it could provide more energy 

than all the oil consumed in the world. 
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All theae riches ahould he placed at tha service of mankind - the axis of 

the “lsvalas” policy. We are ready to demonrtrate our faithfulness to that 

approach by embracing anything that can promote the full development of the 

human being. Thus the harmonious links that we have already established with 

the Caribbean Community (CARICOM) are part of the framework of Caribbean 

solidarity, with a view to more effectively fostering human well-being. 

We are also working to expand South-South relations, between US and our 

neighbours in Latin America. It goes without saying that South-South 

relationships are not the only important relationshipr for Xaiti. ?or we 

share a politics1 heritage with the United States, whose independence reminds 

us of the Haitian pioneers who fought and died precisely for the same 

independence. France, with which we also share a political heritage, the 

United States and other countries of North -erica, and the countries of 

Europe, of the Middle East, of Africa and of other parts of the world form a 

part, together with us, of the interdependent network of nations throughout 

the world. 

We patriotically hail the Haitian men and women living in Cuba, and we 

also hail Cuba and the Cuban people, to whom we address our wishes for peace 

and democratic growth. We address the same good wishes for peace and 

democratic growth to the Middle East and South Africa. 

In recent years the United Nations, under the guidance of 

Mr. Javier Perez de Cuellar, has demonstrated that. given the means, it can be 

effective in settling conflicts. This is attested to by the cessation of 

hostilities between Iran and Iraq, the independence of Namibia and the dawning 

of a solution to the question of Western Sahara. Further proof of this is the 

way in which the United Nations, in accordance with its Charter, reacted when 
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one of the State8 Uemberr of the Orqaniration fell victim to ouch cruel 

eqqreseion on 2 August 1990 at the hands of Ireq. The manner in which the 

conflict we8 handled raised some leqitimetu reservations, but the role of the 

United Nation8 uao never challenged. Nevsrtheleer, the Gulf cririr ha8 given 

rise to a number of still unanswered questions. 

We all know that, in rpite of the efforts of the United Netionr, there 

are still parts of the world where divergent intereatr and lack of 

undsrrtandinq between peoples continue to ceuee conflicts between Statem and 

within them. Deapite the victories of the people of Asania over the juridical 

apparatus of the apartheid system, we are far from reaching the peak - that 

is, democracy. 

Out of our aenee of unity with the black people of Africa, who ehou d 

enjoy all the rights recognised in the Universal Declaration of Fhunan Righta, 

we take this opportunity to appeal to the international cormunity end, ebove 

all, the irdustrialirad countries not to lift the comprehensive eanctiona 

decreed against the Pretoria regime at this early stage. In its diaamtrical 

opposition to apartheid, the Republic of Haiti is struggling to ensure that 

the black majority of South Africa enjoys its rights to the full in a 

multiracial and democratic society. Bravo Mandela! Honour to Mandela! 

If the memory of Mandela evokes such applause as I em hearing now, 

applause is surely due the memory of another truly great man - 

Martin Luther King. 

The Haitian Government has noted with satisfaction the cease-fire 

recently arrived at between the parties in conflict in Western Sahara. We 

reaffirm our support for the process now under way. 
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The suffering of a single individual is the suffering of mankind. Our 

policy aims at provfiding, day after day, eloquent testimony to our 

faithfulneaa to man. 

The ninth democratic milestone or commandment iar faithfulness to our 

culture. 

The “lavalaa” praxis intertwines cultural links at the very heart of the 

political universe. Resistance to cultural alienation guarantees the 

psychological health of the democratic fabric. For any cultural suicide leads 

to the devitaliaation of the social body and cannot but threaten the 

democratic cells of the body. 

To live, and live to the full, ia also to draw nourishment from the 

source of one’s culture. To live to the full is to send one’s roots deep down 

to the source of one’s culture. 
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This l mbracor the totality of the life of a pmoplo. What is Involvmd 

hors is a depth of bsing that must be delved and l splorod, and by this bming 

we mean a fabric of relationships, pluri-diwnsioaal rrlatiooships. Defining 

man not as an end but as a bridqm, ?rimdrich Nistsschm placms him - whether ws 

like it or not - at the crossing point of tbr process of acculturation and 

inculturstlon. What is involved is a transmission of cultural rood which may 

give life to thm being or wound it in its very assoncm. 

The germs of pathologic culpability transmitted by contact between 

so-called dominant and dominated cultures can only be damaging to any 

democratic growth. 

The “lavalas” praxis seeks to give our cultural idmntity its true value. 

Any in-depth change can be achieved democratically only if indigenous values 

are interweaved in a particular social-cultural tissue. 

This faithfulness to the culture of mankind prompts us to share the 

concerns of thr. Kurdish people. the Palestinian people, the Jewish people, the 

peoples of Iraq - all cherishing the roots of their beings. 

In this context of respect and peace, the Republic of Haiti warmly 

welcomes the accession of the two Korea8 to the family of the United Nations. 

Fidelity tr our culture prompts us to sharpen our critical senses in 

order to protect our culture’s health against certain evils such as illicit 

trafficking in narcotic drugs. The Haitian Government wishes to recall that 

effective work to combat the production of drugs also involves greater 

assistance to Latin tirican countries. 

As far as drug trafficking itself is concerned, it is important to recall 

that it is generated and fuelled by the demand that comes from the North. 

Thus, at all cost, stimuli to production from the cormumers of the 
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industrialirod countriem numt be l lirinated. Concerted action between tbo 

Statem of the North and thome of the South, with the armimtance of the United 

Nationm, would nske it pomrlble more offectlvely to c&at this ovll of drugm 

in itm devamtating effects on ~!HI and wonwn. 

The tenth - and last - landmark, or tenth dewcratic conrnandmentl all 

around the table! 

Yom, all around the democratic table. 

Not a minority on the table 

Nor a majority under the table 

But all around the democratic table. 

We are faced with an historic encounter as we approach 1992. It is an 

historic encounter on the eve of the 500th anniversary of the evangelisation 

and of the struggle of the Haitian people to survive and to ret&in ita dignity 

and identity. As we approach this 500th anniversary of resistance, both 

qualitative and quantitative, we can speak of a meeting around the table. 

This is in truth a real challenge facing us at the threshold of the third 

milleniwn. 

Brothers and sisters of Jamaica, Barbados, Trinidad, Cuba, Dominica, 

Guadeloupe, Martinique and so on, our past in the struggle against colonialism 

leads us inevitably to establish stronger and deeper links throughout our 

progress towards the Democratic Table. 

A new social contract at the Caribbean, Latin American and international 

levels is necessary so that we may all one day meet around the Democratic 

Table. 

Since 16 December 1990, the date of elections held under the lofty 

sponsorship of the United Nations, we in Haiti have been moving towards that 

meeting-place. 
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If we are all to got there, it I8 time that iadebtedne88 cease to effect 

a nat tranrfer of re8ource8 from our impoverirhed countries to the rich 

countrior. In fact, between 1983 and 1980, the net transfer of re8ource8 to 

the so-called developed countries amounted to $115 billion. For on8 year 

alone, 1989, that tranrfer amounted to approximately $60 billion - financial 

re8ourco8 the countrio of the South dO8pOratOly need for growth, 

I hope that the Fourth Decado will yield positive result8 iu the context 

of the new international order that is to be 08tabli8hed. 

At this clore of the twentieth century, the Republic of Haiti renounce8 

ab8OlUte POWOr, embraces participative democracy and sing8 the hymn of 

liberty, pride and dignity - liberty won; pride regained; dignity reborn. 

At thir close of the twentieth century, the Republic of Haiti has the 

honour to hail the unity of nations: the United Nations for a united world) 

the United Nation8 through united peoples. 

A8 for the Haitian people, we once again hail it8 heroic courage, crying 

out tirelessly and in the spirit of “lavalas”: 

It is better to perish with the people than to succeed without the 

people. But wit’ the people there can be no defeat. So victory is our8. 

In the same vein: we believe in Man; where a Man is exploited, call on 

US. To your call we will respond “yes”, 77 times “yes”. To exploitation we 

will an8wer “no”, 77 times “no”. To defend human rights, such is the mission 

of the United Nations. We believe in peace; where war rages, call on us. To 

your call, we will answer “yea”, 77 time8 “yes”. To war we will answer “no”, 

77 times "no". Guaranteeing peace, such is the mission of the United Nations. 
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Uo beliovo in the hrothorhood of pooplrr. Utwrevor people turn arsy from 

each other, call on urn. To your call wm ehall annwr “yae”, 77 time8 “yeb”. 

To rejecticn we shall anwar “no”, 77 times “no”. To be a place for 

dialogue: that is the misrion of tho United Nations. 

Wo believe in the Haitiso people. Wherovsr they are struggling 

tirelesrly in the “lavalaa” spirit, we #hall bet we ahall slwaya be there. It 

is better to perirh with the people than to succeed without the people. 

With tho echo of this creed resounding in our ears, by way of conclusion 

let the echo of the democratic creed also resound. We believe in these tan 

democratic comnandmonts. We believe in this d.wvocrstic pal icy. We believe in 

that meeting where there will be Ao minority on the table and no majority 

under the table, but where everyone will be seated around the democratic 

table. So be it ia the name of the people, Of ita SOAE naid Of bt.n Holy 

Spirit. Amen. 

United we are strong. United in the Caribbean wo are a Power. Unitad in 

the world we are a power for peace, justice, love and freedom. 

Have we the right to speak here? If we have, let UI say it together so 

that the echo cam be heard in Haiti. 

The: On behalf of the General Assembly, I wish to thank 

the President of the Republic of Haiti for the statement he has just made. 

an-Bertrand Arm da, President of the Republic &Raiti,m 

escortse from the mral Assemblv Hau . 

The meetina was pyppeadpSLpt 4.35 p.m. and resumed at 4.40 D,IA. 
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AGBNDA ITRM 9 (m) 

GENBRAL DBMTB 

l!tr. JQ&&g (R*pal)i Allow ma to coagratulato Aabarrador Shihabi of 

Saudi Atrbia most warmly on his election to the presidency of the General 

Aasombly at its forty-sixth rossion. I wish him ovary entrees in guiding our 

delibarstioos to a successful conclu8ion. May I also avail myself of this 

opportunity to oxpress my detlogation’s appreciation to his predecessor, 

loroign Miaistor Guido da Marco of )(sltA, for the excellent mannor in which he 

presided over the forty-fifth session of the General Assembly. I should like 

also to pay a very uarm tribute to the Secretary-General, 

Mr. Javier Peres de Cuellar. The United Nations has benefited greatly from 

his wisdom and dedication. 

The founders envisaged this Organisation as a peaceful and universal 

family of nations. It is a great pleasure, therefore, to welcome the new 

Members in our midst - the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, the Republic 

of Korea, the ?ederated States of Micronesia, the Republic of the Marshall 

Islands, the Republic of Estonia, the Republic of Latvia and the Republic of 

Lithuania. Their admission has moved us even closer to the goal of universal 

membership of the United Nations. 
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The year under review ha8 been aarkod by event8 extraordinary in rwoop 

and importance. Tho vimion of the Charter - a viaion of a world of tolerance, 

of eguul right8 of men and women and of nations large and amall, a vision of 

social progreaa and bettor atsndardn of life based on greater freedoma and the 

dignity and worth of the human person - is still far from becoming realiaod. 

But hopoa have never been higher. A apontsneour wave of democracy, freedom 

and human rights is weeping the world. A spirit of cooperation and mutual 

trust ham replaced the atmosphere of confrontation that marred East-West 

ralationr for over forty yeara and rendered this Organiration ineffective. 

During the past year the world conrnunity has made it abundantly clear that 

aggression will not be tolerated, will not succeed and will not pay. This 

comrnftment to collective action has brought about a retaissance of the United 

Nation8 . 

There important developments have given hopes to millions of people 

around the world. Nepal is proud to be a part of the global movement towards 

pluralistic political systems. A little over a year ago the people of Nepal 

joined hands in a mass movement for the restoration of multi-party democracy. 

This restoration of democracy has brought the King and the people of Nepal 

together in the process of nation-building. We are convinced that democracy, 

pluralism and human rights are indispensable for economic development, Our 

new Constitution has vested sovereignty in the people. Constitutional 

monarchy, a multi-party political system, an independent judiciary and a 

guarantee of all human rights are its hallmarks. The vigour and enthusiasm of 

the Nepalese people for the right to choose their government were amply 

demonstrated in the general elections held in May this year - the first free 

elections in Nepal in over three decades. Our new Government has started the 
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procomm of conmolidating the inmtitutionm of a liberal democratic mocioty am 

outlined in the Coamtitution. The aovarnment 18 committed to enmuring a 

docent mtandard of life for all citirenm and to creating a l ocioty whera all 

our people con l rorcimo their rlghtm and freedom to the fullest extent. TO 

help urn roach thorn. goalm, wo look forward to greater understanding and 

cooperation from friendly countriem and multilateral inmtitutionm. We place 

groat value on our warm and cooperative relationm with the countriem in our 

inmnediato neighbourhood. With our neighbours in South Asia, we have joined in 

a cooperative venture under the South Amian Armociation for Regional 

Cooperation to lay the groundwork of a grand vimion of common benefit and an 

enduring relationship of sincerity and trust among all members. We cherish 

our friendship with all countries of the world and are prepared to 1;:ooperate 

to work for peace and security. Our commitment to human rights is enshrined 

in our Constitution, and we are determined to make human rights an important 

cornerstone of our foreign policy. 

As the Secretary-General has noted in his annual report on the work of 

the Organisation, the world situation presents a unique juxtaposition of 

promises and perils. Dramatic events in Europe are the expression of the will 

of the people. The people's revolution has led to the dismantling of the iron 

curtain. It has enabled the three Baltic republics to take their rightful 

place among nations of the world. We welcome the move towards an integrated 

approach towards the solution of European problems. A dynamic Europe ia vital 

for democracy and economic development world-wide. Nothing would be more 

unfortunate than for a united Europe to drift towards becoming fortress 

Europe. Paradoxically, the winda of change have also raised the spectre of 

nationalistic and ethnic strife. If allowed to fester, it contains seeds of 
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dorttiiliaation with fsr-reaching implicationr. Thorn flaahpolot, can be 

contained only through a 8crupulou8 adhereoco to the oorm8 of hunan right8 and 

the ri9ht8 of minorit~en. The 8OlUtiOn8 demand 8tatesman8hip of the highert 

order. 

Opportuo#ti@8 croated by a oew climatm of international rolationr must be 

sei8ed to rs8olvs the Middle Ea8t crirjr on the bari of Security Council 

ret#OlUtiOn8 242 (1967) and 336 (1973). 

A solution to the problem of Cambodia now aeom8 with).n CAJK grasp. We 

welco~ the afforta of the Cambodian partier to implement the plan drawn up by 

the five pmrmanmnt member8 of the Sscurity Council for a comprehensive 

political 8ett~4tRUBOt. Uo strongly 8upport the rolb of the United Nations in 

the procass. 

We 8inceraly hope that the admissioa of the two Korea6 into the United 

Nations will facilitate reunification through the peaceful sfforta of the 

Korean people. 

We welcome the impOrt8ot dOVOlOptwnt8 towards the complete dismantling of 

apartheid in South Africa. We appeal for an end to violence in that country, 

for violence can only jeopardise the goal of the eradication of apartheid. 

While supporting the determination of the majority population to bring lasting 

changes in South Africa through negotiationa and peaceful means, we believe 

that the United Nttiooa nunt continue to exert all poaaible efforts towards 

that end. 

Without acknowledgement of the common interest in the survival of the 

human race, there can be no peaceful world, Wjthout questioning the 

legitimate right to aelf-defence, we feel that the present obsession with 

military security is in fundamental contradiction of the avowod pursuit of a 
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sow iatornational order based on law and justice. Therefore the international 

corrunity rust prosr ahead with disarmament on a world-wide scale. A soriee 

of crises have dramatically illuetrated the importance of preveatia9 the 

horitontal and vertical proliferation of weapons of mass deatructlon. 

Dlaarrament has to include all categories of weapons: nuclear, conventional 

and chemical. The progress in negotiations between the Soviet Union and the 

Ualted Gtator giver us eacouragemeat. Nepal welcomer the signing of the 

treaty on strategic arms reduction (START) and looks forward to a continuation 

of the process leading to deeper cute in strategic arsenals. We welcome the 

decision of China and Irrance to accede to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation 

of Nuclear Weapons, a step which will greatly enhance the credibility of that 

vital cornerstone of nuclear disarmament. We reiterate our appeal for the 

early conclusion of a universal convention on the banning of chemical weapons. 

Many of the hopes of peoples in developing countries tocus on economic 

and social development. The world political situation today preaenta an 

opportunity to deal with the interrelated economic, financial, monetary and 

trade issues as parts of a wider political process. The continued 

deterioration in the economic situation of the majority of developing 

countries is in itself a threat to international peace and stability. It is 

detrimental to the consolidation of democracy and hum,ln rights. It has become 

imperative to act urgently in the spheres of debt, trade and commodities and 

human resource8 development. Continued difficulties in the international 

economic situation have hit the least developed countries the hardest. Unless 

urgent measures are taken, it will be difficult to reverse their growing 

narginaliration in the world economy. 
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They need financial assistance and debt relief, combined with comprehensive 

plane for structural change. In thin context, Wepnl look8 forward to full and 

expeditiour implementation of the Prograrnne of Action adopted by the Second 

United Nationm Conference on Least Developed Countries. 

Uavironment has become a major irmue on the global agenda. The challenge 

is to find ways and means to enable developing countries to participate 

effectively in international environmental cooperation without sacrificing 

their development imperatives. It is clear that the hugely varied problems of 

our environment can be tackled only if the world acts together. The 1992 Rio 

Conference presenta a unique opportunity to rise above empty generalities and 

to adopt environmentally nound development strategies based on the transfer of 

adequate reaourcen and technologies. 

It could taks years to understand fully the implications of the changea 

we have been witnessing in recent years. At a time when the pace of events is 

outstripping our capacity to adjust, there is a consensus that the principles 

of the Charter should govern the history-in-making, thereby ensuring a smooth 

transition to a stable and democratic world order. The unanimity in the 

Security Council in the face of the crisis in the Persian Gulf is a matter of 

extraordinary consequence for the future. It has upheld the principle of 

unconditional compliance with the rule of law. It also marked the beginning 

of a new phase in the application of the authority of the Council in the 

maintenance of international peace and security. 

While we welcome the convergence of views among the five permanent 

members of the Security Council on a number of regional issues of grave 

importance, we wish to underline the critical importance of ensuring that such 

agreement is legitimized by wider support from the international community. 
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In the light of the volatility of the present situation, the appeal of the 

Sscretnry-General that e renewed emphaaia be placed on preventive diplomacy ia 

moat timely. The aucceeaful Unitod Nations operations in Namibia and 

Nicaragua, the ongoing missions in Angola and Central America, the United 

Nations plar, for a referendum in Western Sahara, the planned operat.ion in 

Cambodia and the prospects in Afghanistan have added new dimensions to the 

possibilities of the world Organisation. 

The fundamental importance of the peace-keeping operations has long been 

established, but an even more important aspect of United Nations involvement 

in peacemaking is rapidly emerging. Nepal remains a firm supporter of both 

the peace-keeping and the peacemaking activities of the United Nations. We 

believe that those must be baaed on a clear mandate and on the principles of 

coat-effectiveness, flexibility and efficiency. A sound financial basis is as 

important as the cooperation of the parties concerned. Thia requires a 

renewed coaznitment of all members to live up to their responsibility in 

carrying out a duly authorized peace-keeping and/or peacemaki-lg operation. 

As the vision of the Charter does not limit itself to the solution of 

political problems, the United Nations must play a role in the creation of a 

world where each individual has a right to a decent life. This involves a 

role in the search for global solutions to persistent widespread poverty, in 

the protection and preservation of the environment, in tha fight against the 

scourge of terrorism and drug trafficking, and in the protection of human 

rights. 

In the last analysis, the welfare of an individual human being is the 

ultimate reason for our common efforts to realize the ideals of the Charter. 

It is for the full realization of the rights and fundamental freedoms of each 
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Individual human being that wo arm engaged in the march for a democretic 

international order. The end of the ideologies1 divide haa created a unigue 

opportunity to make human rights the fulcrum around which our cormitment 

should evolve. 

To turn the tide in matters like theee - matters of pesce and rurvival in 

decency - ir a major undertaking even for a regenerated United Nationa. But 

we cannot fail to take advantage of the sweeping changes that are making 

posrible a renalseance of the ideas enshrined in the Charter of the United 

Natione. 

Mm. HcW_UEbLJ (Canada): I know that you, Sir, will convey to the 

President of the General Assembly at the forty--sixth session my 

congratulations aa I join those who have already congratulated him on his 

assumption of the duties of his important office. I know that he, aa well a8 

you and others, vi11 bring wisdom and experience to bear, enabling you to 

build on the proud accomplishments of many distinguished predecessors. 

The ranks of this Aaaembly have increased since last year’s general 

debate. The United Nations family has now been enriched by the accession of 

oeven new memberat Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, North Korea, South Korea, the 

Marshall Islandr, and Micronesia. To the representatives of these seven 

States I extend both a warm velcome and a pledge of Canada’s continuing 

cooperation. 

We meet this year at a time of great opportunity. The pace and direction 

of events of the past few months have, in general terms, augured well for a 

more secure and more equitable world order, and for the ultimate triumph of a 

world dedicated to the rule of law. But progress has presented challenges. 

One revolution after another has unleashed long-simmering ethnic rivalries. 
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The chaoqor l haking tbo Iloviot Union have l epoaod the fault-liner of 

pereieteat economic md l ociel teaeioae. 

(-1 

Civil l trife in Yugoelavia threatens tha now peace of ISurope. And 

growing numbere of people flea their countriee Itf origin in the wake of 

political dieruption, natural diaartorr or releatleee poverty. 

The international community muet adapt itrelf and progress from a world 

centred on the individual nation State to an interdependent world, from a 

world dominated by bilateral diplomacy to one in which multilateral 

institution8 occupy a central place. 

Our adaptation at thie time of revolutionary change must be both national 

and international. Canada ie now in the proceee of asking this kind of 

srsential adaptation. in the face of dolrrertic challenges. This includem a 

fundamental ciuestioning of our moat baric internal political structures. The 

Government of Canada is unshakeable in its comnitment to a prosperous and 

united Canada, and I am confident that Canadian8 will succeed in renewing our 

own Confederation through the spirit of flexibility, tolerance, compromise and 

optimism that have always been a feature of Canada’s relationship with this 

Organisation and of our many other international activities. 
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We owe this commitment to our own people and also to a world searching for 

stability, security and leaderrhip at a time of profound and mometines 

wrenching change. 

Adaptation must also come to the body of doctrine and law by which States 

have conducted their diplomacy for centuries. In Yugoslavia, where the forces 

of ethnic hatred have visited death and destruction upon hundreds of people, 

we must not allow the principle of non-intervention to impede an effective 

international response. The concept of sovereignty is fundamental to 

etatehood, to international discourse and, of course, to the United Nations 

itself. The current conflict in Yugoslavia is, however, more than an internal 

affair. A collapse of effective governmental authority in Yugoslavia, if it 

continub8, could escalate the degree of civil strife and endanger peace and 

security in neighbouring countries. Thus, the concept of sovereignty must 

respect higher principles, including the need to preserve human life from 

wanton destruction. 

That is why Canada has asked the security Council to consider the 

situation in Yugoslavia. On matters of peace and security, the Council speaks 

for all of us. Its actions carry the weight and authority of the entire world 

ccmununity. We believe that it can and should add that weight and authority to 

the efforts of the European Community and the Conference on Security and 

Cooperation in Europe to bring about a peaceful, negotiated settlement. 

Should it be decided that a United Nations peace-keeping operation would 

contribute to such a solution, I want to assure you that Can;lda is ready and 

willing to do its part, as we have done numerous times in the past when duty 

and obligation to the promotion of peace, security and stability are clear. 
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Events within the Orgsnirstion over the past year have been 

ground-breaking. Ordinary Canadian5 have been active player5 in these events, 

and we have participated with commitment and energy as the United Nations has 

lived up to ita Charter mandate. Canadian5 supported United Nationa action in 

the Persian Gulf. They aupported our country’5 participation in the effort5 

to restore Kuwaiti sovereignty because they recognixed that fundamental 

international principle5 were at stake. But they would not have supported 

these actions without the clear authority of the United Nation5 Security 

Council. 

Now, those same Canadians want us to build an even more effective United 

Nations, one that is able to work for comprehensive security everywhere. based 

on the international rule of law. The need to build such an overriding 

security framework is a central lesson of the events of the past year. 

I believe that we must look beyond a system that only inhibits armed 

confrontations. I believe that we need a new definition of the concept of 

multilateral security, a definition that takes into account the new and varied 

threat5 to global peace and security. These include the depletion of the 

ozone layer, the degradation of our seas, the debilitating scourge of illicit 

drugs, world-wide epidemics such as AIDS, mass exoduses of people from one 

country to alrother and the desperate poverty that persists in many parts of 

the world. We also recognize that our collective security depends upon 

democracy and respect for human rights. 

The Gulf Crisis showed that the United Nations has the will and the 

capacity to repel military aggression. But can we meet these many new 

challenges? Challenges to economic and social development, to human rights 

and freedoms and to the environment? 

For Canada, the single most important priority is to make the United 
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Nations stronger, more effective and more relevant to the challenger of this 

decade. We can begin by taking a fresh look at both the United Nation6 

Charter and the Security Council. 

?ew people, for example, realire that seven countries that have joined 

the United Nation8 and are serving it with distinction are still identified au 

“enemy rtat9r”. We can and should find ways to remove thim archaic stigma. 

As for the Security Council itself, we, like others, are looking for 

effective leadership from the current five members, which today are working 

together in the kind of partnerwhip envisaged in the Charter. Canada be1 ieves 

it is not too soon to start looking ahead to the day when key countries, 

representing all regiona of the globe, are permanent members of the Security 

CouLlcil. In the meantime, our irmnediate priority is to ensure that the 

Security Council, in its present form, can function with vision. of fectiveness 

and wisdom. 

As a starting-point, we must strengthen the Council'5 capacity to take 

preventive or anticipatory actions. An ability to a55855 impending 

flash-points, engage the necessary political will at the earliest possible 

stage and take effective, decisive and timely action will increase the 

lead--time in reacting to event5 and reduce security risks by minimising the 

element of surprise. Indeed, the very capacity of the United Nation5 system 

to provide early and effective warning may itself discourage recourse to 

conflict. 

I believe we can accomplish this within the existing Charter as long a5 

the Secretary-General can continue to play a strong leadership role. We can 

be proud - as can Javier Perez de Cuellar himself - that during his tenure 

there have been a number of remarkable accomplishments despite enormous 

constraints. In recognizing his achievements, we acknowledge that his office 
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noedr 8trongor rupport from UE to en8ufe that hir 8ucco880r can continue to 

provide the 8&me inlpired leaderrhip. 

At another and very practical level, for the Unlted Nation8 to ba 

efficient, all MernbOt Stat08 must respect their financial Obligations. ?-hi8 

mean8 paying on time and in full. Given it8 enhanced tOlO, it i8 UIIaCCOptable 

in the extreme that the United Nation8 should be paralysed by a lack of 

sufficient re8ource8 becau8e sssersnwtntr go unpaid. 

Canada ir cormnitted to improving the United Nations ability to channel 

the military re8ourcea of Member State8 to peaceful purposes. This i8 

essential both for humanitarian purpose8 and for promoting peace and security 

through peace-keeping, and through military enforcement when necessary. We 

look to increasing the capability of the Secretary-General to plan and conduct 

peace-keeping missions. We should also explore way8 of turning the80 military 

resource8 to humanitarian relief purposes. 

We also need to look more closely at regional security. We are very much 

aware, all of U8, that the Security Council’s ability to deter aggressive 

action cannot by itself provide global security. In addition, we need 

effective regional security arrangements on a cooperative basis, arrangements 

that can address some of the underlying causes of insecurity and instability. 

The new global climate for cooperation has created opportunities for 

regions to address their own problems without being used as dominoes in some 

wider ideological game. It has also created obligations for regions to do 

80. Thir approach is crucial for long-lasting peace and securi;;; in region8 

such as Central and Eastern Europe and the Asia-Pacific. It has been 

essential for the progress towards peace in Cambodia and the solution of other 

regional conflicts. 
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In the Middle East, problems remain, but we believe that solutions to 

these difficult problems are now a little closer. Canada will continue to 

support ouch constructive initiatives as the current efforts of the United 

States based on the principles enshrined in Security Council resolutions 

242 (1967) and 336 (1973). We call for direct negotiation between the parties 

concerned as the only route to a just and lasting peace. We continue to hope 

that a peace conference can open the door to those negotiations. 

In the meantime, all countries can make particular efforts in the coming 

session to demonstrate our sensitivity to the parties directly involved. 

Within our ovn purview, a decision by this session of the General Assembly to 

rescind the infamous “Zionism is racism” resolution would send a powerful and 

Positive signal, and Canada would support a move to do so. 

Renewed efforts to design a comprehensive and effective framework for 

dealing with the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction are also 

absolutely essential. The Gulf conflict shoved that conventional arms, IS 

well as weapons of mass destruction and their delivery systems, can 

destabilise entire regions. Since 1950, shortly after the Organization was 

founded, the world has suffered 125 wars. Those wars have killed 25 million 

people, almost all as a result of conventional, ordinary weapons. How many 

more conflicts, how many more deaths, how many more destitute refugees does 

the international community need before we apply the necessary political 

commitment we all must show to eliminate these threats? 

Canada was among the first nations to call for definitive action. In 

February our Prime Minister, Brian Mulroney, characterised as insane the 

build-up of weapons that had taken place in Iraq, and we are still seeing that 

insanity today. At that time, the Prime Minister launched an initiative that 
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called for a awnber of concrete stepa: first, universal adherence to ths 

nuclear non-proliferation Treaty and itr indefinite extension beyond 1995) 

secondly, iaanediate conclusion of a global, conprehensive and verifiable 

convontioa banning the acquisition, possession and use of chemical weaponat 

thirdly, atrengtheaiag of the biological and toxin ueapons conveatioar and, 

fourthly, traaepareacy of international arms oalea, particularly by the 

eatahliahment of a United Nations register. 

We are, with others, moving ahead with proposals to address the areaa of 

nuclear, biological and chemical weapons. With respect to conventional 

weapoaa, transparency is vital, not only for knowing what is going on in the 

arms trade but also for building confidence and trust. A global arms-transfer 

register that is universal, non-discriminatory and effective is long overdue. 

That register should alao include existing national inventories, and we must 

be prepared to act on the baaia of that information. 

We applaud the historic advances made over the past year in East-West 

arms control. We urge all parties to ratify and implement the Treaty on 

conventional forces in Europe and the STABT Treaty as soon as possible and 

then to begin anew to reduce unnecessarily large arsenals further. 

Let me point out that in calling for this we are not naive. Every 

country has a legitimate right to assess its own defence needs and every 

country has the right to act accordingly. But no country, under guise of 

defence, has the right to accumulate arms that are intended to destroy its 

neighbours F Equally troubling are excessive expenditures on arms that 

axrifice such other important priorities aa health, education and 

agriculture. The choice is there for all of us to make. The old saying is 

“They shall beat their swords into ploughshares” - instruments of destruction 

or tools for peace. 
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I rhould alro like to ray a few word6 about the effectiveness of 

humanitarian relief. Aeairtanco to victim8 of natural, economic and political 

dirarters ham alwayr been a priority of the United Nations. Yet we are well 

awaro that the United Nations responre to there crises has lost Its edge, 

dulled by quarrels among agencies and jealous hoarding of admittedly scant 

roIourcoa. In the face of the human tragedy involved, these practices are 

inexcusable and intolerable. Hence, it ia time for the appointment of a 

senior official for humanitarian relief and disaster assistance who can 

organise prompt international responses to disaster with dispatch and 

compassion. 

Reinvigorating the effectiveness of the United Nations Disaster Relief 

Organisation and c-eating stronger links between New York and Geneva can 

provide inter-agency rerponses that are neetled, coherent and focused 

responses. We support the establishment of a new United Nationc fund to 

provide flexibility for humanitarian relief at the onset of a diaaster. 

With respect to developing countries, despite the fiscal constraints that 

are affecting virtually all countries in the world, Canada believes that a 

strengthened and more effective United Nations must continue ita focus on 

helping the poorest among us. 

Developing countries are making major efforts to reform their political 

and economic systems. Unhappily, in many countries, especially those in 

hfrica, as dramatically confirmed in the Secretary General’s report on the 

United Nations Programne of Action for African Economic Recovery and 

Development, debt-service obligations continue to exceed by far the capacity 

to pay. That challenge has been severely compounded by drought, 
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d*sartificstioo, environmental degradation and disease, and by the migration 

of dorperato people fleeing these perila. 

What are the answers? While they may be complex, they are not new. The 

comnon goal of sustainable development depends upon participatory democrecy, 

upon open, market-based economic policies, upon sound economic management and 

upon an orderly international trading system, uhich we are trying to onsure in 

the Uruguay Round of the nultilatoral trade negotiations. With ideological 

blocs now dissolving, we must not invent new economic blocs to divide us once 

again. 

(-1 

Over the past year we have seen remarkable progress in the area of human 

rights - one of Canada’s favourite topics. ?or example, South Africa has 

token important steps towards dismantling apartheid and constructing a 

non-racial democracy. Much, however, as we all know, remains to be done. The 

1993 World Conference should become a focal point for enhancing international 

efforts to promote a universal culture of human rights. As we approach that 

Conference, we must ask how the United Nations Centre for Human Rights in 

Geneva can become a more vigorous and more vocal watch-dog for human rights. 

Given the priority we attach to human rights as one of the three primary 

objectives of the Charter, we must build the institutional capabilities of the 

United Nations system so that it can perform its functions effectively. The 

discrepancy between our goals in the human rights field and the modest means 

at the disposal of the Secretary-General is becoming increasingly anomalous. 
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Events of recent months have also focused increased and deserved 

attention on democratic institutions. We all applaud those countries that 

have held free and fair elections in the past year - many for the first time. 

But democracy is more than an electoral process: it is a way of thinking, and 

it must become a part of our being. It requires institutional support, 

including a free press and the vigilant protection of an independent 

judiciary. At this session of the General Assembly, we intend to pursue a 

resolution on the independence of the judiciary. 

The United Nations must also intensify its work to achieve equality for 

women. Although the United Hatioos has taken some important steps to promote 

gender equality since the proclamation of the International Women's Year and 

the United Nations Decade for Women, the majority of the world's women still 

lag far behind men in power, wealth and opportunity, and they still do much of 

the work. 

By its own actions and in its own operations, the leadership of the 

Organisation must provide leadership on all issues of women’s equality. A 

long overdue step would be to ensure the improvement of the status of women in 

the Secretariat by appointing more women to senior positions. 

Greater energy and vigour must be brought to bear in the implementation 

of forward-looking strategies for the advancement of women, including 

programmes designed to advance literacy. Efforts to ~1s ::'f that women 

participate fully and have a voice in the development process must be pursued 

and pushed hard. Beyond considerations of social justice and equity, which is 

at the foundation of our belief in this issue, it is time that we realised 

that no nation can be fully developed until all of its citizens are given not 

only the opportunity but also the ability to contribute their talents, their 

intelligence and their energy to that goal. 
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A key human righta challenge am ~011 ir to improve the lives of the 

world’r childron. Thir includes not only full implementation of the 

Convention on thm Rightr of the Child but al* the ambitious goals of the 

Declaration and Plan of Action adopted at the World Rununit for Children and 

submitted at last year’s session of the Goners1 Assembly by 

Prime Winistor Uulroney. 

I went to erprera Canada’8 pleasure at the follow-up that is taking place 

under the aegis of the United Nations Children’s Fund (URIClIP). As for our 

own follow-up, we have taken several initiatives in order to increase 

awareneaa about children’s issues and to encourage cooperation acrone Canada. 

Let me talk a ljttle bit also about the environment. In just eight 

months world leaders will gather in Rio de Janeiro for the United Nations 

Conference on Lnvironment and Development (UNCED). What a great opportunity 

to launch a concerted shift to more sustainable forms of development, to 

integrate environmental concerns into economic development. It is an 

opportunity to infuse our efforts to protect the international environment 

with the political will required to do so. It is an opportunity to forge an 

international consensus that will prevent fracturing our efforts into an 

unbridgeable divide between developed and underdeveloped countries. 

The Rio conference is not an optional occasion. It ia approaching, and 

we should recognise now, well in advance of our deliberations, that the price 

of failure will be high indeed. 

From our perspective, a good package at Rio would consist of four 

elements : the Earth Charter, dealing with principles; Agenda 21, setting out 

actions; Conventions on Climate Change and Biodiversityr and a Statement of 

Principles on Forests. Par this package to succeed, we will have to ensure 
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that political comnitmont@ arm madr for the nece8rary remource~, the transfer 

of technology and the adaptatlon of institutions. 

But we are worried. How that three of the four preparatory meetings have 

been held, the results cm be assessed. I fear that we have not overcome the 

two great risks that IJNCED facest disinterest on the part of the Governments 

of many developed countries and a slide towards two solitudes of rich and poor. 

It is true that we in Canada are worried about climate change. We are 

worried about the loss of species, about pollutants in the Arctic food chain, 

ocean resources and forests. But we, as a developed country, recognire thot 

for developing countries eliminating poverty, snsuring nutrition and 

eradicating disease are top priorities and are inextricably linksd to the 

environment. So we recognise that we cannot find solutions to one set of 

problems without acting on the other. 

Environment and development must become a joint preoccupation. We know 

that developing countries need assistance to implement sustainable 

development. IRKED, if it does nothing else, must address that issue head 

on. It must come to grips with the key cross-sectors1 issues, namely, human 

settlements, poverty and sustainability, financial resources, technology 

transfer, and the international economic environment, including questions of 

terms of trade and debt. 

An important distinction between UNCED and other major conferences - and 

it is a positive one - is the vital role played by the many sectors outaide of 

government which will be participating. Youth, women, indigenous people, 

business, industry, labour, the world’s cities, both environmental and 

developmental non-governmental organisations, universities, colleges, 

scientific associations with competence and relevance have been actively 
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participating in the UNCGD proceeds. These sectora will be present at JJNCED to 

undertake parallel actlvlties focusing on their contributions to tho 

implementation of sustainable development. They will ha writing their own 

chapters on Aqenda 21. And the Conference should be structured to facilitate 

their special and important contributions. 

There are rimply no viable alternatives to practical, future-oriented 

results at this Conference. 

Aa we begin the forty-sixth session of the General Assembly, we must 

constantly remind ourrelver that we are not here to reprosent bloca, nor to 

promote ideoloqisr. We are here to represent people. “We the peoples of the 

United Nations” are the words taken from the Charter. Never have these worda 

meant more or held more promise than today. But words cannot turn famine into 

bounty, discrimination into equality, repression into freedom, or brutality 

into compassion. They will mean little if we fail to give ourselveir the tools 

for effective action or if we succumb to the temptation of unilateralism. 

Canada is determined not only to honour those words but also to ensure 

that the Organixation, which we have long supported in the ideals that it 

represents, has the means to put them into practice. Canadians want to live 

on a planet that is peaceful, prosperous and just. We have it here in the 

Assembly in our power to build such a vorld. We build it nation by nation, 

individual by individual, and collectively here together. 

We are encouraged by recent events and the role that the United Nations 

haa played in those eventa. 

Let us, as the United Nations, move from strength to etrength for all the 

peoples of the world. 
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ML t?A&TASB (Romania) I I wish first of all to convey to 

Mr. Satnir Shihabi my congratulations on his assumption of the presidency of 

the General Assembly at this moat important session. 

Except for those concerning 1960, one can hardly find in the records of 

the United Nationa an event of the kind we witnessed last week; namely, the 

eimultaneoua admisrion to membership of seven additional States. It confirms 

without doubt the universal vocation of our Organixation or, more precisely, 

that singular openness which enables the United Nations to be in tune with 

what ia going on in the world. Assessing the significance of such an event. 

we should stress equally that. by seeking recognition an Members of the United 

Nation8, the recently admitted States. like others that are still waiting for 

recognition, offer the most convincing proof that the United Nations is 

increasingly perceived as a privileged framework for the achievement of a 

peaceful and democratic world order. 

Such encouraging evidence that the United Nations, in regard to it8 role 

in world affairs, has not lost the functions entrusted to it in the aftermath 

of the Second World War siiu -u!d serve as a catalyst for our common endeavour to 

improve its efficiency. 

Before elaborating on this, I should like to extend to the 

representatives of the Republic of Korea, the Democratic People’s Republic of 

Korea and our fellow European countries -- Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania - as 

well as to the representatives of the Federated States of Micronesia and the 

Marshall Islands our greetings on their admission as full members of the 

United Nations family. At the same time, X should like to share with all the 

representatives gathered in this Hall our hope that in the near future the 

newly independent States which have asked, or are going to ask, to be allowed 

to join the world Organization will also enjoy the right to be among us. 
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The fact that oome of the new Members have only recently won their 

independence and international recognition, on the one hand, and the fact that 

we have agreed to accept two States representing one and the name nation, on 

the other, encourages UI to believe that in a reasonable apan of time the 

Republic of Moldova will, tn Its turn, benefit from legitimate recognition as 

a Member of the United Nations. 

We are rtrengthaned in our belief by the evidence that double standards 

are on the wane in our Organitation. Today, when the divisions of the cold 

war have atarted to be replaced by a growing endeavour to bring about a new 

world order, it is only natural that such double standards should not be 

allowed to become manifest in connection with admission to the United 

Nations - the more so because abandoning double standards is not only a high 

priority but alao a tangible possibility. 

The Gulf crisis clearly demonstrated that the United Nations is no longer 

the prisoner of the ideological crafrontation that resulted in too many of its 

resolutions, even some of those adopted by the Security Council, failing to be 

implemented during the iast four decades. 

Since the end of 1989 the world and, together with it, the United Nations 

have entered a new phase in their history. The conceptual field itself 

suggests that times are changing. Notions directly or indirectly connected to 

the cold-war Manichean language are already well behind us. Some others - 

such as neutrality and non-alignment - seem to need new definitions. New 

notions - and the concept of a new world order is the beat example - have 

become part of our daily political language. 

It goes without saying, therefore, that the new climate does not offer 

solutions to the many problems the world of the 1990s is confronted with. 
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None the leer, it har created a more favourable international political 

environment for cooperation and understanding. The challenge before us in to 

bring about, in each and every field of h nan activity, proper conditions for 

improvement of the human condition all over the world. 

I feel the need to recall for representatives at thie someion of the 

General Assembly how strongly attached to the cause of peace and civilisation 

my country has been throughout its tortuous history. Its Latin identity, its 

Christian religion and its vocation for tolerance - a R~D,&~J&&-DQR of 

democracy - have been the mainspring of its unabated attachment to those 

supreme ends of human endeavour. 

Situated, by the will of God, at the crossroads not only of great 

culture8 but also of great empires, the Romanians are inheritors of the 

ancient Dacia, of Rome and oi Byzantium. It has never been their fault that 

their land has on more than one occasion been a theatre of war. All too often 

neighbouring empires decided the destiny of the Romaniana, arbitrarily 

modified the borders nf their territories and influenced or brutally 

interfered with their internal development. 

Almost 2000 yearn have elapsed since the famous Roman Emperor Trajan 

commissioned one of the greatest architects of the time, Apollodor of 

Damascus, to build the biggest bridge across the Danube so that his legions 

could enter Dacia Felix. It was the same Apollodor of Damascus who a few 

years later was to raise the Trajan Column in Rome, a monument that historians 

regard as the birth certificate of the Romanian people. As my illustrious 

predecessor, the leading diplomat of the period between the two world wars in 

Europe, the Foreign Minister of Romania, Nicolae Titulescu, used to recall, 

the cradle of the Romanian people is Transylvania. This people has lived and 
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developed harmooioualy and unit.6 within ethnically and hlatorically defined 

borders. European by birth and mindful of t?Oif liaka with the family of 

Latin countries through their lan9ua9e. origin and culture, the Romaniana 

aspire, by destiny and vocation, to their rightful place in the conmnunity of 

nations. 

Freedom of eternal Romania in its natural borders ia their driving 

force. Less than two years ago, after a long night of dictatorships, the 

Romanian people regained, through their own sacrifices, their right to fraa 

and democratic development. The huge price they were forced to pay for their 

freedom has made them determined resolutely to protect and exercise their 

irreversible option for democracy, dignity and legality. 

Romania embarked upon her post-Comnuniat history only about 20 months 

ago. The starting point was a stage of isolation and ideological and 

political dogmatism that had bsen unknown anywhere else in turope. 

He have already set up the new legislative and institutional framework 

required for the transition to a market economy. Private property has been 

recognised and guaranteed both in industry and in agriculture. Through 

appr0priat.e legislation, economic and financial market mechanisms and the 

privatization of land, industry, trade and touriam have been set in motion. 

None the leas, our economic and financial situation is still in an 

alarming state. The new mechanism8 are not yet functioning with the expected 

results. There is ntill resistance, reluctance and distrust about embarking 

upon comprehensive reform. Our Government is aware of the great risks and 

difficulties of the transition period. Inevitably its economic and social 

costs are high, as recognised by the international community. We shall have 

to pay them since, in th i respect, there are no miraculous formulas that 

guarantee success. 
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The Government is endeavouring to maintain social stability in a dynamic 

environment imposed by reform. We are bound to succeed, but without 

substantial external support it will probably take us a long time. The 

assistance we have received from international financial institutions and from 

several developed countries has had a significant inpact, but much more is 

needed for a modernised and restructured economy to take off. In this respect 

I would point out that Romania is a net creditor, since it ham not contracted 

long-term loans. Payment of foreign debts due Romania, in particular by Iraq, 

is Sadly needed. We count on the understanding and support of the United 

Nations in recovering our outstanding loans. 

We count especially on the support and solidarity of the European 

Economic Community (EEC) for a successful transition in our country. Our 

efforts to reinstate a market economy in Romania and to stimulate the free 

initiative drive of individuals would find a most happy catalyst in the EEC’s 

decision to include Romania among its associate partners and, later on, among 

its members. 

We are aware that it is not easy to qualify for such a position, but we 

are sure that, once such 8 possibility is clearly stated, the individual 

energies of Romanfans would be fueled and viable solutions to the myriad 

problems at present facing our country will be implemented because, after all, 

hope is a most important prerequisite for success. 

Taking into accoutlt the fact that the United Nations system is not an end 

in itself but a means aimed at protecting and promoting human dignity on an 

international scale, consideration of new and more efficient ways of achieving 

its goals should be of the greatest concern to us all. 
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The main features of the emerging new structure of international 

relations in no way cantradict the purposes and principles of the United 

Nations Charter. On the contrary, they are in line with the basic concepts of 

the Charter: security baaed on law) cooperation in ensuring a decent life for 

all peoples; and democracy as a framework to guarantee fundamental rights and 

freedoms for all human beings, irrespective of colour, sex, ethnic origin or 

faith. 

It is therefore our cornnon responsibility to build upon these positive 

developments and give them an irreversible and univertal character. The 

United Nations is unique equipped to carry out the historic task of building a 

new world order based on human and democratic values, thriving market 

economies and peaceful international relations. 

In our view, in order to maintain and consolidate international peace and 

security, action is required in aeveral directions. 

It is of fundamental importance in the first place to encourage and 

intensify efforts to settle existing conflicts which have so severely damaged 

the real interests of all parties involved and international relations as a 

whole. In particular, we should aim at preventing a possible multiplication 

of chronic conflicts. Unfortunately, Europe - or, more exactly, its eastern 

part - seems in recent months to have become a theatre of dangerous evolutions 

of this kind. 

To our deepest regret, neighbourly and friendly Yugoslavia is severely 

affected by the consequences of a virulent and destructive conflict whose main 

lesson is that the use of force leads nowhere but to further complication of 

existing problems. We welcome and support the actions of the EEC aimed at 

encouraging a political settlement of the Yugoslav crisis. We in Romania ore 
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of the opinion that the countries bordering Yugoslavia have a great 

responsibility to act in such a way aa to prevent the aggravation of the 

conflict and even to facilitate a solution at the negotiation table. We also 

are of the view that this solution will be viable to the extent that it comes 

from within Yugoslavia. Its neighbours, the European countries and the United 

Nations have to do everything in their power to help the parties involved come 

to an agreement. Imposed solutions cannot last. Xt is the only wise course, 

consonant with both the interests of all the Yugoslav peoples and the 

objectives and cormnon interests of the whole of Europe - and no less with 

those of the world at large. 

The latest discussions and diplomatic consultations on the Yugoslav 

crisis have revealed certain approaches and ideas that should be addressed. 

It is difficult to base a new world order on the sovereignty of some but not 

all States. In the settlement of disputes, a free choice of means is the 

basic element of the Charter’s philosophy. We should learn from the wisdom of 

past generations which, for instance, in dozens of treaties on the peaceful 

settlement of disputes expressly excluded from the arbitration procedure 

territorial and border problems. Do we want to abandon for Europe the 

provisions of the Helsinki Final Act concerning changes of borders? If we do, 

it would open up a Pandora’s box. 

As elsewhere in the world, the task before Europe is to step forward into 

the twenty-first century and not look back to the nineteenth century. One 

should never forget that the insane ambitions and aims of the totalitarian 

experiments that took place during the twentieth century on the soil of Europe 

did not in substance differ from the ambitions and aims of the “classical” 

empires. The only novelty that the Nazi and communist nightmares brought 
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about was tho aggressive uee of their reepoctive ideologies ae 8 means to 

roach their oppreeeive l ride. Therefore, while rolcoming tbo crumbliao of the 

last European empire, namely, the cocmeuniet empire, every effort ehould be 

made to resist emerging political dreams of recreating in new forms old 

empires no lose hostile to the peoplee’ right@ to relf-determination, 

sovereignty and independence. 

Placed between two aonee with a high potential for conflict, Romania is 

determined to do all in its power to remain a stable “bridge of hope” in 

Eaetern Europe. It is in its national interest not only to stop at its 

borders the turmoil affecting two of Its neigmure but also to contribute to 

the stability and security of the whole continent. 

Deeply aware of its responsibility and willing to aeeume it, the Romanian 

Government ham engaged over these last weeks in intensive diplomatic 

activity. Our open and constructive dialogue with almost every party involved 

in or affected by the Ylrgoelav crisis - representatives of the central 

Government of Yugoslavia and representatives of Croatia, Macedonia and 

Slovenia - and successive erchangee of views with Albania, Greece, Bulgaria 

and Turkey have been part of our efforts to promote a peaceful solution to the 

crisis affecting our common neighbour. There is hope. We should therefore 

explore the possibility of any efforts complementary to those already being 

carried on by the EEC and those that the United Nations could take upon 

itself, if our Organieation deems it necessary to examine that specific crisis 

and make it:. own reconenendations for its political solution. 

As for the issues that have become “traditional” on the United Nations 

agenda, Romania welcomes efforts towards peace in the Middle East. We welcome 

also the progress being made towards the settlement of the situations in 

Cambodia, Afghanistan, Cyprus, the Western Sahara and Central Anerica. 
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Wbile purruinq the l mrliort po8riblo conclu8ion of all l xi8tibQ 

conflictr, it ir critically importeat to devolop and 8trength.n United Wation8 

procoduro8 l nQ mochaniamr for the peaceful rettlelwnt of dirput.8 batwon 

Stab*. A8 in medicine, it ir l a8ier to prW.nt than to Cure. A8 l mph88i8ed 

again by tho Sscrotary-Gonoral in hi8 annual rOpOrt, prov8ntivo diplomacy murt 

acquire increared Vigour. Tho Security Council, the GeKI8ral A8sembly end the 

Secr8tary-Gonoral have con8iderably broader role8 to play in thia regard in 

the coning manthr and yoar8. The sdoption at thi8 ao88ion of tha declaration 

on fact-finding will provide material rupport for early action on the part of 

the Unit8d Ration8 to proveat armed conflict8 and help bring about the pacjfic 

8ottlOmOnt Of diSput88. 
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The Unit.06 Nations poaco-keopinq opcrationr play an indinponsable role in 

the rottlement of conflict@. They can be further Itrengthened, both in terms 

of functioning and l ff*ctivenere. Wo are ready to participate in such 

operations and, to thim and, a numbor of Romanian personnel are undergoing 

special training. 

It ir being understood more and more thnt international order cnn bs 

peaceful and laating to the l ntont that it is bamsd on democracy and on full 

respect for the rights and freadoma of the individual. The RomanLan 

Government 18 genuinely committed to the promotion of human rights and 

democratic valuer. Thie fact will bo fully reflected in the country’s new 

constitution, which in to bo concluded and promulgated a fsw weeks from now, 

and which will be tooted in the forthcoming local elections, aa well as in the 

gerMBra ehCtiOn0 t0 ba hmld DOnt Opring. 

We are of course awaro that we are only at the beginning of our return to 

the democratic traditiona of our country. In fact ue are returning to 

normalcy, aincs, for ~8, comnuni6m meant abnormalcy and an anachronism. Our 

new democratic institutiona are atill fragile. We are counting on 

international cooperation with a view to strengthening them. 

Earlier thir month, at the Moscow meeting of the Conference on Security 

and Cooperation in Europe on the human dimension, our Government reiterated 

its determination fully to apply the European and the United Nations standards 

of democracy, humus rights and the rule of law at home, and to contribute to 

their implementation abroad. We ara looking forward to full membership for 

Romania in the Council of Europe and to its active participation in the human 

rights, social and cultural activities of this Organisation. 

In the same spirit we attach the utmost importance to the 1993 World 

Conference on Human Rights, which we see as another stepping-stone in the 
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procenm of l trongtheaing the fibre of peace, dcmuxracy, law and juaticm in all 

corner8 of our planet. 

In our opinion, that Conference offer8 ua a good opportunity to aone 

not only each country’6 performance in the field of human rights, but also 

jointly to amrrmaa the improvements that might bo necessary ae far aa the 

United Nationr inrtrumenta and mochanirms are concerned. 

In this regard we would venture to suggest a posribls rrubject for 

r8fl*ction. Taking into account the fact thst rogionsl l xpariancem - and I 

have in mind l rpocially the American and European one8 - have proved that 

civil, political, economic. racial and cultural rights conrtitute an integral 

whole and, on the other hand, that the two United Nations Covenants on Human 

Right8 were adopted at a time when ideological division6 were dictating the 

tons within the United Nations, w6 could ask ourselver whether such a 

splitting is rtill jurtified and, in general, whether these instruments should 

not be updated in the light of the significant changes brought about by the 

end of the cold war era. A new look should also be taken at other Un!ted 

Nations instrument8 and rerolutions tainted with ideological or political 

motivcJs, including the well-known 1975 General Assembly resolution equating 

Zionism with racism. 

The 1993 World Conference should also represent an important occar~ion for 

putting a final stop to tendencies to politicise minority issues, by taking 

them out of their natural framework, the framework of human rights8 a 

framework which offers the best and the only viable anavers to concern8 about 

guaranteeing and respecting the legitimate rights of persons belonging to 

minorities and the protection of the ethnic, cultural, linguistic and 

religious identity of minorities. 
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A peaceful and democratic world order roquiror univerral and unabated 

compliance by all with the rule of law. And there is no organisation better 

qualified to strengthen and develop international law than the United 

Nations. This is obviourly the main purpose of the proclamation of the United 

Nations Decade of International Law, and Romania is fully cormnitted to the 

attainment of its objectives. 

The tasks ahead are not rimple. To move from the concepts and 

mentalities of confrontation to those of cooperation and concord among all 

countrier require8 determination and great political virion. But that road 

must be travelled together, rince that ir the only way to avoid disaster and 

ensure a brighter future for 41.1. 

Human solidarity 18 the best meana of advancing democracy throughout the 

world and of reaiating any infringement of internationally accepted and 

consecrated ruler of conduct. Al1 of UE were reminded of this by the coup in 

the USSR. One of the main explanations for its failure can be found in the 

determined and explicit international solidarity with, and rupport for, the 

democratic forces in the USSR. 

The United Nationa has a major role to play in consolidating the present 

historic trends. ?or this, increasing the effectiveness of the United Nations 

activities and mechanisms i8 essential. Therefore we welcome the various 

proposals with a view to making the Organisation more effective and we intend 

to make a positive contribution to the achievement of early and substantive 

agreement on them. 

Both memory and imagination should be our advisers in turning a new page 

of world history. Otherwise we would go towards a “future past world”, rather 

than towards a safer, more peaceful, prosperous and democratic world. 
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&,mm (Denmark) t Uo are today in the happy poritloa 

of beioq able to give a warm welcome to the rmproreotativer of the three 

Baltic Stater, Batonis, Latvia and Llthuaaia. It im a particular plsaBur0 for 

Denmark to welcome our neighbours on the Baltic Sea back to the international 

community a8 fro@ and independent Stator. With the fully reatorod 

indepoadonce of the Baltic Stator, one of the lart remalninq isruoo ariainq 

from the Second World War has finally been settled. The membership of the 

Baltic Stator ir a natural continuation of their membership of the League of 

Nations. 

I am alro wry happy to welcome the new Member Staten of the Republic of 

Korea and the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea as veil aa the Republic of 

the Harrhall Islands and the Federated State6 of Microneria, 

The second term of office of the Secretary-General is drawing to a 

close. Throughout the past decade Mr. Psrea de Cuellar has been untiring in 

his effort6 to find solution6 to many of the problems facing various areas of 

the world and the Organiration itself. He can rightfully be gratified that, 

at long last. many of his efforts are bearing fruit. The United Nations of 

today is stronger and more respected than when he assumed office 10 year8 ago. 

I recall with warm feelings the atmosphere in this forum one year ago. 

We had then experienced a year full of dramatic and historic changes sweeping 

through the countries of Central and Eastern Europe. We had witaessed the 

fall, one by one, of outdated totalitarian regimes and the resurrection of 

democracy and respect for human rights. These developments inspired a new 

optimism with regard to our future in general and to the future of this 

Organiratioo in particular. 
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Today m can look back on yet another yaar of dramatic dovolopwnta in 

the Soviet Union and in rdnttal and Kartorn Kurope. ~ortunatoly, the poritivs 

trend ham continued.* 

L Mr. Chezal (Tunisia), Vice-President, took the Chair. 
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However, in Auguet wo lived through "three day6 that rhook the world". 

The putrch in Woecow sparked off a glabal shock. As in a nightmare, we 

imagined the roturn to totalitarianism and the cold war. All the more 

heartening wan the awakening to the rejection of this development by the force 

of a people that will no longer accept oppression. 

Those of us in Western Europe who after the Second World War had the 

opportunity to develop our democracies in freedom have now a special 

obligation to eupport the new democracies in their struggle to establish a 

solid foundation for their freedom. This we cannot do merely by 

doclarationr. We murt provide economic support and we murt open our own 

mar keta. We now have a unique opportunity to create a Europe whole and free -- 

an opportunity we must not allow to slip through our hands because of 

narrow-minded national aelfirhness threatening to turn back the clock. 

Let me add that today the Danish Government is proposing to our 

Parliament a plan of action covering the next few years, outlining our 

bilateral support for reform8 in Eastern Europe, as well as our contributions 

to the multinational efforts, first of all through the Group of 24. 

The new foundations for East-West relations have opened new and promising 

perspectives for the role of the United Nations. We come to this year's 

Goner.?1 Assembly session more confident that a genuine willingness has emerged 

to use the Organisation a8 an effective instrument to resolve and prevent 

conflicts among nations. We come with visible proof that, when the world 

conununity i8 resolved to work together for peace, those who challenge the 

peace cannot win. The Iraqi assault on Kuwait led to hitherto unexperienced 

constructive cooperation in the Security Council and a collective military 

effort which made it clear that the world will no longer tolerate such 
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flagrant military aggremsions. For the first time in its history the United 

Nations system has been able to exploit to the full its potential for 

prevention of war and use of collective sanctions provided for in the 

Charter. The United Nations rystom ham thur bean allowed to play a far more 

active role in conflict provontion and peace-keeping. This is very 

encouraging for the future role of the United Nations and the establishment of 

a new world order. 

However , in welcoming this development we must remind ourselves that the 

strsnqthened role of the United Nations in resolviog conflicts among nations 

is first and foremost a result of the rapid change in last-West relations. It 

means that nt the present stage the United Nations is as strong as the 

strength and durability of the new international political climate. We must 

therefore aeire the present favourable opportunity - while we have it - to 

make the Organisation more effective, by implementing much-needed reforms and 

devising mechanisma which can make the Organisation more solid, should a less 

favourable climate return. Therefore the reform and strengthening of the 

United Nations - the whole United Nations system - should be a central issue 

at this year’s General Assembly session. 

In the political area, the Gulf war and later developments have made it 

clear that there is a real need for strengthening the ability of the United 

Nations to act rapidly and efficiently in crisis situations. W8 must 

strengthen already existing mechanisma. Thus, the Security Council must work 

closely together with the General Assembly, and the Secretary-General should 

play a more active role in preventing conflicts and in resolving emerging 

crises. Furthermore, the Security Council should have stronger instruments at 

its disposal with regard to peace enforcement. We must consider the 
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effectiveness of vsrious types of sanctions) and we must clarify how miltary 

forces can he employed and especially the role of the Security Council in 

carrying out military action. 

Denmark has always been a firm supporter of United Nations peace-keeping 

operations. There certainly is a basis for increasing their role, especially 

in conflict prevention. A prerequisite will be a satisfactory solution with 

regard to the financing of the peace--keeping operations. In this respect, we 

strongly support the Secretary-General’s proposal to increase the Working 

Capital I'und. We also suggest the establishment of a separate peace-keeping 

fund to ensure quick action when new peace-keeping operations are launched. 

Such a fund must be baaed on the collective responsibility of all Member 

States - that is, on assessed contributions. 

The Gulf conflict ano the associated revelationa of Iraq’s enormous 

arsenals have led to a revival of interest in international measures to 

control the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction and to encourage 

greater responsibility in the transfer of conventional arms. The world 

community will increasingly have to tackle excessive build-ups of arms which 

might threaten global and regional security. Denmark will therefore, together 

with our European Community partners, submit an initiative on international 

arms transfers during this General Assembly session. 

Lasting peace can be achieved only if we tackle the growing disparities 

between rich and poor nations, and between rich and poor people within 

nations. For years we have had lengthy and unproductive debates on who is 

responsible for the lack of progress in developing countries. It is therefore 

encouraging that these debates have recently been rlsplaced by a much more 

constructive dialogue, which underlines our shared responsibility. Of special 
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importance ia the growing reco9nition thst development of democratic systems, 

good governance and respect for human rights are emssntial for ensuring 

sustainable development. We welcome the reforms which many countries have 

initiated in the economic and social afeae, although they do not yet 90 far 

enough! and we are pleased that democracy and pluralism are spreading to parts 

of the world hitherto characterised by one-party regimes and dictatorships. 

nowever, the formal establishment of institutional structures and 

procedures will not suffice. The political and economic decisioa-making 

process must be based on broad public participation and in particular the 

active participation of women and young people. Through our own experience in 

Denmark we have certainly learned the tmportance of this. 

Over the last two decades the role of the United Nations system’s 

operational activities in development cooperation has gradually declined, and 

disillusionment may lead to further erosion. There is a lack of focus in 

considerable parts of the systemt and the system ae such has often evolved in 

an ad hoc manner in response to temporary needs. 

The improved international political climate provides a unique chance for 

radical reforms giving the United Nations programmes more focus and cohesion 

and increasing their contribution to economic and social development. 

Denmark has demonstrated ita support for United Nations efforts in the 

field of development by contributing financially far more than the sise of our 

economy would indicate. This special interest and our wish to entsure 

effective utilisation of our contributions prompted us in 1988 to set up, 

together with the other Nordic countries, what is called the Nordic United 

Nations Project, whose final report was submitted in April this year. The 

project contains a number of ideas. which we hope will be considered seriously. 
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The two main ideas of the project relate to funding and governQnC~ Of 

United Nation programnes. The present funding mechanism might be replaced by 

a mechanism that improved the prospects for forward planning and greater 

fairness. On governance, the idea in that the present governing bodies of 

five United Nations organs should be replaced by a siagle governing body, an 

international development council. This would not only be a major step 

towards rationalixation of the governance of tha United Nations development 

efforta, but would alao provide the scope for improved coordination and 

coherence. 

While the United Nations can make an important contribution to the 

development of third-world countries. it cannot be a substitute for the 

integration of these countries into the global economy. Industrialfred and 

developing countries have a common interest in strengthening a free and open 

world-trade system. Protectionist pressures must be resisted. All countries 

now need to make a special effort to bring the Uruguay Round negotiations to 

an early and euccessful conclusion. 

The enhanced status and powers of the United Nations in the area of the 

maintenance of peace and international security should go hand in hand with an 

increased humanitarian profile for the Organization. Developments - in 

particular, those of the past year - have clearly confirmed the need for Q 

much Btronger role for the United Nations in the area of humanitarian 

assistance and relief operations in emergencies. The frequency, extent and 

complexity of recent disasters - man-made as well as natural - and the 

accompanying costs in terms of human suffering and loss of life should serve 

as a powerful impetus for action. 
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An essential aim should be to increase the effectivenorm 01 the world 

comnunity’a relief efforts. There has proved to be an urgent need for 

improved coordination and cooperation between orgsnisations of the United 

Nations aymtem, other humanitarian agencies and Member States. The nltuation 

in Iraq proved this point with alarming clarity. 

But improved coordination will not be possible without structural reform 

and new institutional procedures. We therefore strongly support the creation 

of a new high-level post, directly under the Secretary-General, with special 

responsibilities in the area of coordination. The position should be filled 

by a person with strong authority and personal standiag in order to ensure 

both the necessary coordination and the maximum political backing for United 

Nations humanitarian operationa in situations with conflicting political views 

and interests. 

The United Nations operation in Iraq, set up to provide relief to 

refugees and internally displaced persons, should be seen as a milestone. The 

deployment of United Nations guards, aimed at providing security for the 

United Nations relief workers and property, took place against the background 

of strong concern about the fate of large groups of people, the fleeing 

Kurdish population in particular. 

It has greatly expanded our understanding of the capacity of the United 

Nations to assume a stronger role in the humanitarian area. From the outset, 

Denmark has strongly supportod the United Nations operation in Iraq, which was 

initiated, with imagination and courage, by Prince Sadruddin Aga Khan. We are 

at present the largest single contributor of personnel to the United Nations 

guards. 
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In all too many canoe politi cal motives have prevented humanitarian 

assistance from being received by a country or from reaching population groups 

who are badly in need of help. W ithout a fundamental change in our attitude 

towards such obstacles we ohs11 never be truly SucceB8ful. It is my strong 

hope that. inspired by the United Nations operation in Iraq, we shall soon see 

further progress in recognition of the right of the United Nations to 

intervene for humanitarian purposes. 
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Refugse flows, caused by turbulent changes around the world, constitute a 

large and growing problem. It is becoming more and more obvious that two of 

the so-called traditional solutions - local integration in neighbouring 

countries, and resettientent outside the region of origin - are coming 

increasingly under strain. However, these traditional solutions are still 

importsnt when such flows occur, and I rrhould like to acknowledge the efforts 

of many countries - not least the poorest - in shouldering such 

responsibilities. 

Although there are some recent successful examples of the third 

traditional solution - that cf voluntary rupztriation - the time has come to 

take a much closer look at the causes of refugee movements. It is a paradox 

that those countries, or regimes, whose actions are the root causes of refugee 

flows are not called upon to shoulder their proper share of the ensuing burden. 

The consequences of violations of the most fundamental human rights often 

give rise to further migration of a more general nature and, therefore, become 

even more serious. The receiving countries and those who seek tc protect 

refugees find it increasingly difficult to identify and assist the people who 

are in real need. This may eventually endanger the whole concept of the 

protection of refugees. 
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If we wish to remove some of the maio causes of future refugee flow the 

time ham come to entw~9 the notion of State responsibility to include 

responsibility to create tolerable conditions for one’8 own citiasne and not 

to dump onc’a problomr on other countries’ doorsteps. 

Respect for human rightr and fundamental freedoms is one of the purposes 

of the United Nations. The violation of human rights in any part of the world 

is a legitimate ccacern of all States, the United Nations and the world public 

at large. Such concern, and the ensuing activity, cannot be considered 

unwarranted interference in the internal affairs of States. 

It is a paradox of international law that, on one hand, (I cuBtomary rule 

may have evolved, permitting a State to intervene outside its own territory 

through rescue missione yip-a-vb iis own nationals if they are OxpOBOd to 

grave dangera, whereas, on the other hand, it is still not legitimate to use 

armed intervention to rescue thousands of innocent persons WhoBe lives are in 

danger because of their own govsrnment’a repressive policies. 

The deployment of allied units in northern Iraq, on the basis of Security 

Council resolution 688 (1991), should become a turning-point as regards the 

balance between the principle of sovereignty and that of humanitarian 

intervention. I strongly support the following statement contained in the 

Secretary .General’a addreaa in Boronaux on 24 April this year: 

“We are clearly witn*saing what is probably an irresistible shift in 

public attitudes towards the belief that the defence of the oppressed in 

the name of morality ahould prevail over frontiers and legal documents.” 

Those were the right words at the right time. 



I believe thst conridetation is urgently nomded on how the international 

conmnunity should aeaume ita re8ponaibility to take action in the face OC 

msarive violations of humsn rightr that l ndan9er the liven of larpe numbore 

of innocent psople. In rituatione characterined by ouch conditiona, “inter;lal 

affairs” must be conridered a concept of the past. 

I have dwelt at lenpth on what I think are essential reforms of the 

United Nations syrtem. Let me now turn briefly to some of the area8 of 

serious conflict in the world. 

In Yugoslavia, the escalating violence has given cause lor great 

concern. The luropean tconomic Comunity will continue its mediating efforts 

through the peace conference in The Hague and the continued prerence of its 

monitors in Yugoslavia. These effort8 must be based on the principle of the 

people’8 right to aelf-determination and on the full protection of the right5 

of minorities. At this time, the Security Council is debating how the United 

Nations can beat support the efforts of the European Economic Community. 

The current regime in Raghdad continues to provoke the international 

community by ignoring Iraq’5 obligations under international law. The 

situation of the Iraqi people - and not least the plight of tho Kurds and the 

Shiites - continue5 to cause deep concern. The international community must 

insist that Iraq unambi9uously adh era to Security Council resolution 

688 (1991), attaching special importance to the call for a genuine dialogue 

with a view to securing basic rights for the entire Xraqi population. The 

question of whether to relax the srnctions against Iraq must be closely 

related to its fulfilment of all it5 obligations under Security Council 

resolutions 687 (1991) and 688 (1991). 
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The outcomo of the Gulf ctimis created nor oppottunitier for rolving the 

Arab-I#taoXi conflict and thm Palostininn quortion. All pattimr concerned 

rhould reiae th@ea opportunitier to provide the baris for a ju8t. lasting and 

comprehensive solution in the Middle East. And the United Ststos-led peace 

initiative dosetves out full support. 

We ate convinced that with the necessary political will and courage, the 

pattiso concotnsd should be able to overcome the final difficulties concerning 

the modalltimu for the peace confetenco. It is my sincere hope that the 

pcrrtimr will refrain from taking any step that might teJult in new obstacles 

to convening the peace conference and that they will implement 

confidence-building meaeutea. Xn this respect, the G-7 proposal to suspend 

the Arab trade boycott of Israel in return for a frees8 by Israel of its 

rottloment policy warrant8 rpocial attention. 

An additional confidence-building measure would be the repeal of the 

resolution equating Zionism with racism, a point of contention which for the 

past 16 years has sttainsd the atmosphere regarding Middle East questions. 

Denmark wholeheartedly supports efforts to schieve this repeal. 

With regard to Cambodia, we are particularly pleased with the decisive 

progress made in the last few days towards a comprehensive political 

settlement. We congratulate the five permanent members of the Security 

Counci 1, the two Co-Chairmen of the Paris Conference - France and Indonesia - 

and the members of the Cambodia Supreme National Council, under the leadership 

of Prince Notodom Sihanouk, for the work they have done. 

If, as we confidently expect, the settlement documents are signed on 

31 October, the largest United Nations peace-keeping operation of all time 

will follow. It will be another major test of the ability of the United 
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Wations to respond to new challenges. In this case it will he the challenge 

of bringing peace and t7emocraCy to a peOple who have suffered unimaginable 

tragedy for too long. 

In south Africa, progress towards a non-racial democracy has continued, 

in spite of difficulties. The legal foundation of apartheid has hean scrapped 

and preparations made for real negotiations on a new constitution. The early 

convening of an all-party conference should be the next major step towards 

democracy. 

We trust that the United Nations vi11 continue to play a constructive and 

active role in this historic transformation of South African society. This 

year the General Assembly has a special responsibility to maintain the unity 

among Member States in supporting the continuation of progress in South 

Africa. 

Denmark has for many years given assistance to victims of apartheid. We 

are willing to adapt the nature of this assistance and contribute directly to 

the establishment of post-apartheid society. 

Political and economic changes have been accompanied by a new commitment 

to protect our planet from environmental degradation and resource depletion. 

In deciding to convene the 1992 United Nations Conference on Bnvironment and 

Development, the United Nations demonstrated its determination to respond to 

these new challenges. We have the highest aspirations for the Conference. 

The objectives of the Conference and the related negotiations on climate 

change and biological diversity are shared by all. We have a strong 

self-interest in protecting the natural resources that will form the basis of 

future development. And we all share the desire to break the vicious circle 

of poverty and environmental degradation. 
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Though all countrior rharo a CO-II rorponribility. the reeponribility is 

also differentiated. fndurtrialised countrier murt make 6 special effort to 

clean our own house and to make sure that meaauren taken in developing 

countries support, rsther than hamper, thair development. 

One necerrary condition for realising this aspiration is the full 

integration of environmental concerns into developmen’ strategies. Another is 

a substantial increase in financial flows to developing countries. 

At the meeting in Rio de Janeiro next June, we will make every effort t.o 

ensure that the Conference produces concrete, operational results with regard 

to legally binding conventione on climate and biodiversity and also regarding 

the processes being initiated by the adoption of “Agenda 21” and the “Earth 

Charter”. 

Only a few years ago, many were disillusioned as to whether the United 

Nations could play a genuine role in solving conflicts and maintaining peace. 

This has changed dramatically. The world community’s confidence in the 

peace-kseping and peace-building activities of the Organiaation has grown 

significantly, and the number of United Nations operations has increased 

during the past few years. 

We have a great responsibility to use this year’s General Assembly to 

consolidate the progress already achieved and to create a strong Organization 

that can fulfil the aspirations of mankind. 
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(Albania): It gives me particular pleasure, on behalf 

of the Albanian delegation, to extend to the President my heartfelt 

congratulations on his election a8 President of the forty-sixth session of tbe 

United Nations General Assembly. His election is an appraisal of his personal 

diplomatic qualities aa a credit to his country. I sm fully confident that 

his presidency of this session will be effective in realising the objectives 

to which tbe international community aspires. 

I avail myself of this opportunity to express our gratitude and high 

esteem to Mr. Guide de Marco of Malta, who presided over the deliberations of 

the last session with competence and objectivity. 

Allow me also to extend our felicitations to His Excellency 

Mr. Javier Peres de Cuellar. Secretary-General of the United Nations, for his 

outstanding contribution to peace and international security and for his 

persistent endeavours to enhance further the role and efficiency of the United 

Nations. He will shortly step down from his post, but he will be remembered 

for the deep imprint be has made upon the Organisation. 

I am also aeligatea to welcome the admission to our Organi2ation of the 

two Koreas, of Micronesia, the Marshall Islands, and Latvia, Estonia and 

Lithuania as full-fledged Members. We hope that their membership will make 

the United Nations more universal and efficient in dealing ritb the problems 

before it. 

Since the forty-fifth session of the United Nations General Assembly the 

international community has been witnessing developments end changes that 

cannot fail to have an impact on the future of mankind. Especially 

significant have been the transformations in Central and Eastern Europe, which 

have brought about the dismantling of political and economic structures that 
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had become outdated, the reauaciation of tbe sterile political and ideological 

stereotypes of the past and the exploration of new avenues to democracy, 

development and peace. 

Today, Europe presents a new political landscape where the words "West" 

and "East" have merely geographical connotations. Confrontation between the 

two blocs, which had resulted in a political ice-age, is currently giving way 

to the human values of democrecy, economic an& social development, the 

security of each country and, above all, to the growing assertion of the 

peoples' aspirations to self-determination. 

Although the cold war is already a thing of the past, like some serious 

"pneumonia," as it were, it has left deep scars on "the lungs" of humankind, 

and of Europe in particular. It is its very recidivism that makes Croatia 

cough blood now. It is the repugnant virus of Stalinism that caused 

Yugoslavia to become the sick man of Europe and Kosova its guilty conscience. 

Bad Europe and the rest of Yugoslavia , where the win&s of freedom and 

democracy are blowing, reacted with proper attention at the right moment and 

prevented the Serbian national-chauvinists, at least over the past 10 years, 

from turning Kosova into a testing-ground for establishing their hegemony over 

Yugoslavia as a whole, things would have been quite different now and we would 

not have had to deal with the Yugoslav crisis , which is posing a threat to 

peace and security in the Balkans and in Europe. 

Life is showing that the process of rapid democratic changes on a 

continental level is accompanied with difficulties and often with tensions and 

even conflict. It is significant, however, that it is no longer the 

regressive and conservative forces that determine the course of historical 

events. Nowadays the thirst for democracy, equality among nations and for the 
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freedom of the individual have become a driving force of society. AlSO 

encouraging is the fact that the international coennunity is becoming well 

aware of tha need to pool its energies and means with a view to coping with 

the thorny issues of the time, to averting the danger of war and to 

eliminating those factors that had all but paralyred international relations 

over more than four decades. This was clearly manifested in the reaction of 

the United Nations Security Council and the international community to the 

occupation of a small country, in this instance Kuwait, by a big and powerful 

country, Iraq. !fhe Gulf war end the defeat of tbe aggression there indicated, 

aa the Secretary-General of the United Nations. Mr. Javier Perea de Cuellar, 

has pointed out in his annual report, that: 

"the only available course is that of organising international life on a 

stable basis in accordance with principles clearly understood, generally 

accepted and consistently applied. Ihe principles are those articulated 

in the Charter of the Unitad Nations." (A/46/1. D. 5) 

It is understandable why the international community is increasingly 

reaffirming the values of the United Nations, of this universal Organisation 

which has an irreplaceable role to play, especially at the turn of this 

century when mankind is at such a stage of development where no State or 

nation can on its own meet the challenges of our time. 

For more than four decades, the so-called cold war period, East-West 

confrontation dominated international political life. In the shadow of that 

confrontation the Western democracies experienced a period of relative peace 

and sustained development, something that cannot be said about the Eastern 

European countries, where the centralised system of the economy and the rule 

of a single party that identified itself with the State led to stagnation, to 
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the curbing and even freexing of the factors that stimulate progress, to the 

violation of human rights allegedly in the name of the priority of the 

interests of the collective and the society over those of the individual. 

Ihe last decade of the current century began with great hopes for the 

peoples of Eastern Europe. The Iron Curtain that had divided East and West 

for many long years has been pulled down, and the winds of change, of freedom 

and democracy, have begun to blow over the countries of the East. It has 

already become evident that the systems in those countries failed to meet the 

expectations of their own peoples. Economic end political reform warn a must 

for the emerging democracies. 

In Albania, hnown as the last bastion of Staliaism in Eastern Europe, the 

deep democratic processes commenced when the youth and the students, imbued 

with inexhaustible vigour and aspirations to a more promising future, 

accelerated the advent of the season of democracy , which has been welcomed by 

the overwhelming majority of the Albanian people. 

Albania is currently living through an important period of transition to 

democracy. Our aim is not merely the restructuring or renovation of the 

former system but the setting up of a new and truly democratic system that 

recognises and practices the human, political and socio-economic values 

sanctioned in the documents of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in 

Europe (CSCE) and in other important international acts. Through far-reaching 

and all-round reforms and constructive cooperation with the European countries 

and the international cosmmnity, Albania is moving towards the establishment 

of a pluralistic democracy based on the rule of law and a market-oriented 

economy and ensuring human rights and freedoms for the individual. The 

economic reforms essential for setting up an open market economy are being 
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cmrrJad out in tandon with racial and politic61 raformm iatoadod to bring 

-out fuodamontal conmtItutiona1 chaagor, to lay the groun&wort for f  foe and 

dmwcratic aloctiom mnd to to l chiwo the recognition and the enjoymoat of 

baric civil and political right,, including the rocopnition and protection of 

private property and indopendmnt trade unions. Wo are euaro that the road 

upon which wo hwo rmbarkad ir not l amy, but wo are convinced that it in the 

only option to rmmcuo Albania from its backwardnrrr and to realism the 

all-round political and racial development of the individual and of the 

aocioty am a wholo. 
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(Er. Xapllani, Albania) 

We have today a pluralist Parliament that emergeQ from the first free 

democratic elections of 31 March of this year, a National Stability 

Government, with the participation of representatives from five parliamentary 

or extra-parliamentary parties. In cooperation with the Parliament, the 

Government is working intensively to build the legal framework, so 

indispensable for the success of the economic reforms, being fully aware of 

the importance of political and social stability. The dynamics of political 

life in Albania, the extension and enrichment of the spectrum of political 

parties, the evolution of the views and positions of the electorate, have put 

on the agenda the holding of new elections which. whenever held, will reflect 

the political consensus of all the political forces in the country. 

At present, Albania is facing a grave economic and social crisis. It is 

related to the legacy of the failing single-party system, which we have 

abandoned, as well as with the difficulties of the transition period we are 

going through. These difficulties arise from the endeavours made to fill the 

vacuum created by the renunciation of the former system with institutions and 

structures which respond to the new system we are setting up. It is obvious 

that the aforementioned vacuum cannot be filled overnight. Hence, the 

transition period is also accompanied by a crisis of confidence which stems as 

much from the desire and impatience of the people for speedy changes, as from 

the inertia which slows down the pace of these changes. It is worth 

mentioning that this crisis of confidence, along with the economic 

difficulties, has led recently to an exodus from Albania to neighbouring 

countries. We have neither encouraged, nor do we want our citizens to flee 

the country: we are fully convinced that this negative phenomenon can be 
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averted through rapid economic development and the aatablishment of full 

democracy in Albania. However, under the really difficult economic conditions 

of our country, understanding, support and assistance by the international 

community would guarantee the stabiliration of such a situation. We 

appreciate the understanding shown towards the Albanian emigrants, just aa we 

appreciate even more the solidarity, support and assistance of all those who 

understand the importance of avoiding an economic collapas, which would have B 

great impact on the future and on the success of democracy in our country. 

We welcome and support all the profound democratic change8 that have 

taken place in Eastern Europe. These changes hove made it possible to realise 

the aim of turning the region into a zone of cooperation, confidence and 

security. The Republic of Albania continues to bring it8 foreign policy into 

line with the democratic changea that are being pursued in the domestic 

field. A distinct feature of this policy is its abandonment of the past 

legacy and ideological burden which, in fact, distorted it and gave rise to 

Albania’s isolation from the rest of the world. Our currant foreign policy is 

open and unprejudiced and seeks relations of friendship and cooperation with 

all countries of the world, for the good of our all-round development and 

international peace and security. 

The diplomatic relations and links established only over the last few 

months with the United States, the European Community, the United Kingdom, 

Israel, the Holy See and the Republic of Korea are testimony of this 

reorientation of our foreign policy. Thanks to the democratisation process, 

Albania is filling in the blanks on its diplomatic map and is coming ever 

closer to the rest of the world. 
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(Mr. Kaollani. Albania) 

Albania's admission in June 1991 as a full-fledged participant to the 

Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCB) was an event of 

historic significance for us. This testified not only to the vital and 

universal character of the values this process had brought about, but also to 

the integral nature of present-day Europe. At the same time, it showed that 

the European countries are always in search of the best possible ways of 

development and cooperation among themselves. The main characteristic of this 

cooperation is the principle of free choice and the balance of national and 

international interasts. 

At present, international security is being perceived more and more on a 

global scale, as closely tied with the unity and indivisibility of peace as 

with development as the prerogative of stability. The supreme value of 

international peace is closely linked with the implementation of the principle 

of the non-use of force in international relations and security for all and 

constitutes a permanent task of the utmost importance. 

As a small country, Albania is highly interested in stability and 

security in the Balkans, which has suffered - and still suffers - from many 

problems of a national, political, ethnic and religious character, that are 

currently so conspicuously evident in the Yugoslav crisis. The long drawn-out 

crisis in Yugoslavia has been a source of great concern and preoccupation for 

the international community, especially for the countries of Europe. The 

concern of neighbouring Albania, with half its population living in 

Yugoslavia, is a legitimate one. This crisis, which culminated in the 

outbreak of the conflict and the armed attack by the Serbian and federal army 

against Slovenia and Croatia, indicated that there can be no real peace in 

Europe so long as - even in a single country - democratic values and 
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comitmont t0 the peaceful arttlement of disputas and the prfncip10 of 

self-determination of peoples, are not obs*rv*d* It is the first time in 

contemporary history that the federal army of a multinational country has 

attacked and occupied some of its own integral Part@. With the help of the 

federal army and police, before cracking down on Slovenis and Croatia, Serbia 

occupied Kosova, a constituent element of the Yugoalav ?ederation. All this 

goes t0 show that peace canr:>t be sstabliahed WIthout the decisive commitment. 

of the whole international COnVWnitY. 

The free and democratic elections in SlOVenia and Croatia, which 

contributed to the overthrow of the communist regime, also deprived the 

champions of Greater Serbia of the right t0 take control of all the most 

important functiona of government, lika the army, diplomacy, national 

security, and so forth. Thin triggered off a brutal reaction on the part of 

the Serbian national-chauvinists, who, using the federal army, which is 

dominated by them, are leaving no stone unturned to get rid of the 

democratically-elected anticommunist governmenta. Fear Of losing Control of 

the Republic of Kosova has lad Serbia to go all out in preventing Kosova and 

its people from holding free elections, It would promote the final settlement 

of the Yugoslav crisis if the Albanian people received a guarantee from Europe 

and ita democratic inatitutiona, and the international community, concerning 

the holding of a referendum, at! formulated by the Koaovan Assembly, through 

its resolution dated 22 September 1991, which proclaim8 Kosova an Independent 

and sovereign State with a right to constituent participation in the League of 

Sovereign States or Republics of Yugoslavia. Today, all nations are entitled 

to be free, independent and unified, provided this is achieved democratically 

and by peaceful means. 
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The wry fmt that the **doral at- ir mctiag wlthout conatitutiooal 

control and the tmndancy to rat.tlo diragroommotm by force of arma conmtltutm 

the momt dragwow throats to #lability in Lho lalkaer and Europa rinco the 

Secoud World War. 

Serbia 18 meeking to unify by force the Serbian pcpulation living in 

varioum partm of Yugorlavis. It is also win9 force to Loop the autochthonous 

Albanisn population in Yugorlavia under occupation. 

Uhila Buropo ir trying to l rtablirh peace in Yugomlavie, Serbia rofurom 

to withdraw from the occupied territories. A8 far aa Serbia ir concerned, the 

only purpose of the Peace Confsrcrnce ia to legalise the occupation of these 

territori.8 by finding a formula for the self-determination of the Serbian 

minority fir Croatia and denying the same right to the 3 million Alban4ans who 

conu third to the Serb8 and Croats in Yugoslavia. 
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The Republic of Albauia belfewes that the solution of the Yugoslav crisis 

depends on tbe implementation of the principle of self-determiaation in a 

peacefnl way through dialogue, on tbe basis of tbe Conference on Security and 

Cooparation in Europe (CSCE) and the Paris Charter. With that end in mind we 

have joined in all the efforts of the European Conrmunity to solve the Yugoslav 

crisis and have supported all the initiatives it has taken in this regard. 

The free expression of tbe will of the people constitutes the cornerstone 

of the new European architecture. Bold and unprejudiced acknowledgement of 

and, above all, respect for this will would determine the reliable future of 

EUSOpe. In this context, wa support the vi11 of the Albanian people in 

Yugoslavia, as outlined in tha Acts of 2 July and 7 September 1991 of tbe 

Parliament of Koaova, the only legitimate organ of tbe Albaaian population. 

Wow that Slovenia and Croatia have declared their independence and 

Macedonia and Bosnia-Hercegovina have proclaimed their sovereigaty, a new 

situation haa materialised in the Yugoslav State made up artificially of 

various uaits following the dissolution of the Ottoman Empire after tbe First 

World War. Under these circumstances the Albanians, who comprise the only 

non-Slav population - violeatlp and unjustly incorporated in the composition 

of this multinational State - should enjoy the right to have their say about 

their future. 

Tba Republic of Albania holds that tbe representatives of the Albanian 

people in Yugoslavia caa in no way be excluded from tbe peace conference on 

Yugoslavia aad from tbe negotiations on tbe future of its peoples. Their 

participation is a right articulated in the current Constitution of Yugoslavia 

which guarantees Xosova its legitimacy within the federation. Their 

participation in the talks is not only just but also a must for the future of 
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(Mr. KgBuani. Albania) 

Yugoslavia and the settlement of the Yugoslav crisis. To ignore a population. 

six times that of the Republic of Wontsnegro, is to establish peace simply 

through the force of arms. 

It is to the benefit of the peoples of Yugoslavia, the Balkans and Europe 

if the complex problem of the Yugoslav crisis is solved by taking into account 

all the factors involved. Neither arrogance and force, nor the pretense of 

disregarding these factors can keep peoples with different languages, cultures 

and history together against their will. 

Sincerely believing in the peaceful settlement of disputes and conflicts, 

the Albanian people are confident and hopeful that the international community 

and the dei.locratic institutions will help in the peaceful and just solution of 

the Yugoslav crisis, satisfying all the parties to the conflict. 

We uphold the understanding displayed by the permanent members of the 

Security Council and their desire to cooperate in the solution of regional 

conflicts. We highly value the persistent efforts made by the 

Secretary-General and the initiatives he has taken for the peaceful settlement 

of a number of problems. Similarly, we welcome the efforts that are being 

made by the United Nations and the commitment by the United States and the 

Soviet Union to peacefully solve regional conflicts such as those in the 

Middle East, Cambodia, Western Sahara among others. The Albanian Government 

hails all positive steps leading to the elimination of apartheid in South 

Africa. 

The deepening of the economic crisis in many countries and regions of the 

world is a destabilising factor which threatens the hitherto political 

achievements on an international base. While the industrialised countries are 

recording economic qrowth, the developing countries are experiencing economic 
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decline and stagnation. To alloviato thir tendency an8 source of 

contradictions, the United Nationr nu8t work out a new rtrategy for 

development. Multilateral conunitment in vital to finance stsbilinstion 

programnes, lift trade barriera. transfer modern technology and ao on. There 

is no doubt that theme countrier rhould exert their efforts and seriourly 

commit themselves to rolve their acute economic problems. 

The abure and illicit trafficking of narcotics has now become a serious 

concern for all countrie8. In some of thorn, this deadly racial ill has 

assumed destabiliminq proportionr. Often linked to arms smuggling, it has 

grown into what may bo called aarcoterrorism. We cannot but l xprers our 

concern over this phonomonon. Uo conaider that the United Nations and its 

specialised agencier have an important role to play in prevanting it. 

Conrridering the scope and complexity of the tranaformationr and problems 

facing the countries of Central and Baatern Europe, the demonstration of 

greater political and humanitarian solidarity by the root of Europe and all 

the other countries of the CSCE is of special importance at present. They can 

thus build a new European architecture and a new international order which, in 

turn, would bring about gODUiD0 WMXrity, peace and prosperity for all in full 

harmony with common democratic human values. 

There is no doubt that the United Nations has to play an important role 

in this regard. In the new coDditioDs of profound democratic processes taking 

place in Europe and of the democratisation of international relations, our 

Organisation that bring6 together the hopes and interests of the peoples and 

countries of the entire world, cannot but reinforce its indisputable 

commitment to find new, peaceful and democratic solutions to global issues 

rsnging from regional conflicts, disarmament and environmental protection to 
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the preV8ntiOn of terrariaa and drug trafficking and to other probleam which 

arise in the course of time. It is as encouragiug aa it is prouising that the 

Max&et States of tha United LOstions are displaying ever greater understanding 

of the need for activa involvaxaent of the United Datioua in the solution of 

the world's problems. 

For its part, Albania baa totally committed itself to aakiag its owa 

uodeat contribution to our Organisation so that it may achieve the goals for 

which it was founded and honourably discharge its mission. 

Mr. Pm (Luaembourg) (interpretation from French): Our traditional 

meeting this year in Dew York is taking on particular significance because of 

the aimul*.~eoua admission of the tuo Koreaa, Micronesia and the Marshall 

Islands, aa well as Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia to membarahip in our 

Organiaatiion. This has accentuated the universal character of the United 

Nations. 

The last page of the post-war period baa nov been written. The wounds 

caused by its crimes can nou ba allowed to heal. 

Without prejudice to the analysis given by my colleague, 

Mr. Hans Van Den Broak on behalf of the European Coiununity and ita member 

States, I should like in my turn to dwell on some of the leaaona which can be 

learned from the evolution of international relations duriug the past 

12 months. 

Aa emphasised by the Secretary-General in his report, we caa descry in 

the world situation, at one and the same time , a degree of peril and of 

promise. 

During the period under review, it has been Luxembourg's honour to 

preside over the work of the European Community for the first half of this 
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year. we CILMOt f&l t6 l%6te that dUX!iw t&Me 8iZ lB6UthS the WOrld hEIS 

witnessed a war of exceptional scope and baa WitnesSed the collapse of one of 

the super-Powmzs end, finally. seen the resurgence of the old demons in the 

Balkaas. 

As far as the GFilf is concem-jed, umy I recall from this rostruta that the 

readiness of the Twelve to embark upon a dialogue with Iraq aa a IaSt-ditch 

effort on the basis of the Security Co~mil resolutions was both sincere ma 

total. 
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The 12 Minlat..ra of ?oroign Affair@ of the Cornrnunity wore the lsrt once 

to confor with our Iocrotsry-Gmnaral in C?oneva before ho dopartod for 

Baghdad. Upon hi8 return they were the firrt to be informed of the 

insurmountable intransigence of the Iraqi dictator. Ar 

President Jacquso Pelors recalled at the tim, “We murt boar in mind that we 

should not pay for peace at the price of shame. *’ 

Since the wary incaption of military opsrationr, the Luxembourg 

presidency has in all circumstancer boon able to provide and maintain full and 

frank dialogue with all parties to the conflict. The minJsteria1 troika of 

the Twelve has never travelled so extensively, They were present imnediately 

after the war in Ramascus, in Tripoli and in Tshran. Joint 

Presidency-Commission missions from the European Community visited the 

Turkish-Iranian and the Turkiah-Iraqi frontiers where the Kurdish people are 

congregated. 

The concept of “security zones” initially mooted in April during an 

extraordinary meeting of the European Council in Luxembourg and 24 hours later 

formulated here at our Organisation’s Headquarters with the assistance of the 

Secretary-General remains, in the light of the enormity of the tragedy, an 

operation that is full of promise for the future. 

I venture to state that never in the course of the last 20 years of 

European political cooperation have the Twelve been able to react to evanta 

with such promptness and concerted mobilisation of effort. The Community 

could not, on the other hand, act where it had no authority to do so. I am 

referring to the military operations in the Gulf. 

For its part, the Soviet Union has been a constant source of tension and 

disquiet in the course of the past year. The absence this year of our old 
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colleague BUuard Shevardnadre recalls to mind the circumstances that 

surrounded his resignation at the head of Soviet diplomacy. We are aware now 

that the departure of this most eminent of the foreign ministers of the Soviet 

Union indeed coincided with the inception of a period of instability in the 

Soviet Union that was likely to compromise the promises, the accomplishments 

and the dividends reaped at the end of the cold war. 

Thanks to the men and women in Moscow and St. Petersburg, an oppressive 

system which has been bankrupt wherever it had been established has today been 

destroyed once and for all. Thus the tidal wave that spread from Budapest and 

Prague 24 months ago has swept away the Berlin Wall, the Iron Curtain and, 

finally, the Soviet totalitarian eoloasue. Uenceforth, at least in Europe and 

perhaps for the first time, the words of liberty and democracy have the ssme 

meaning and connotation in Wadrid as in Prague, in Rome as in St. Petersburg. 

A third source of profound concern and danger is represented by the 

recent tragic turn of events in Yugoslavia. A factor of stability during the 

long period of the cold war end the unchallenged leader of the Movement of 

Won-Aligned Countries, Yugoslavia is at present in the grip of domestic 

upheavals which conjure up the phantoms of the past and the ghosts of 

conflicts we thought had been laid to rest once and for all. Yugoslavia is on 

the edge of an abyss. It is caught up in a crucial conflict the outcome of 

which cannot leave any of us indifferent. Yhe Yugoslav crisis brings to the 

fore questions which we cannot ignore. 

As I recently recalled at the CSCE meeting dealing with the human 

dimension. which is still going on in MoscowI the self-determination of 

peoples is quite clearly aeither a panacea nor the only prescription for 

dealing with crises like these. The logic of the Republics shut up within 
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their own frontiers contrasts with the logic of peoples and minorities who 

find themselves living in large territories with vague boundaries. 

Prom these three crises and dangers there are lessons to be learned. 

First and foremost, the end of a polarised world. We bad already noted 

this for sonm tims as the antagonisms between the United States of America and 

tbe Soviet UBiOB becams blurred. At present it is an accomplished fact. 

For our Organisation, which since its creation has been bedevilled by 

that antagonism, a new era has been ushered in. The Gulf war has brought to 

the fore the Security Councilma possibilities for action on the basis of 

consensus among the five permanent members. 

Naturally, for those rho, hitherto, have made capital out of the 

impotence of the United Nations, the future looks rather uncertain. The winds 

of freedosn will no longer be checked. In Africa, in Central and Latin 

America, in Asia, the creative forces of democracy, freedom and reform will 

finally eliminate the last oppressive regimes which are at bay because they 

have been condemned. 

Dictators of the world, it is midnight. 

It is abundantly clear that, in view with what has been happening in the 

Soviet Union and in YugOSlaVia, State structures that are maintained by force 

alone have hardly any chance of survival. Peoples cannot coexist if there is 

no freely expressed will. The tragedy of the three Baltic Republics should 

make this abundantly clear to us. 

On the othsr hand, through tbe accentuation of national identities we 

will witness the emergence of new nations and perhaps even unexpected 

reunificationa. Germany, Yemen and, shortly, the two Koreas strengtbsn my 

conviction that artificial divi5iOBS will finally meet the asme fate as any 

constructi that go against nature. 
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Ia tho light of the intornatioaal norw wo have mot ourrolvoa through tha 

Cownantm, there ir another lesmon that aoodm to bo loarnedr an adaptation, 

uathlnkablr a rhort time ago, im noradaym abmolutolp l mroatial! I - l peaking 

of the duty of humanitarian rrmlrtrac~ which wem firmt applied at the tima of 

the Kuzdimh tragedy. This duty nscomsarily moans that ua mumt rethink our 

rholo concept of the principle of non-intorforonco in a couotry’m internal 

affair-. 

Girilarly, the emergence of a new concept - that is, the duty of 

dwnocratic intervention recently advocated by Ur. Michol Rocard - im along the 

mama lines. Rempoct for the conwdtmentm undertaken in our Charter, which 

remain our fundamental law, as well as thome mubrcribed to through numeroum 

8ub8rqwnt tmxts, should now be capable of sanction. 

Neverthelors, legislation in the field of human rights mhould not be 

regarded as an end in itmelf. It is through mpecific actionm, much an those 

initiated through the Cormnimsion on Human Rights, that progrems can truly be 

mode. 

Among possible orientations I should like to recall for the Assembly’s 

consideration the propolral I made a few days ago in Morcor during *he CGCB 

meeting on the human dimension. That proposal is designed to improve the 

opportunity to enlist the assistance of special rapporteurs to investigate 

conflicts. Am I see it, this is something that could be done at the requemt 

of a specific number of States, even without the agreement of the State 

involved. Furthermore, every man and voman, wherever they may reride, mhould 

have the right to individual recourse against any violation of him or her 

fundamental rights before the Iuternatlonal Court of Justice. 

What State would be willing to shirk much obligations at the rimk of 

being outlaved from the family of nations? 
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In this context, we must unreservedlp support non-govermaenta2 

organSnations which are so cour.54geowly fighting for respect for the freedoms 

and aignity of men spd uamen. Faced wftb goverame~tal inertia. the 

initiatives of t3ie aon-govern6mMz3l orgaxiaations are often decisive. 

In the light of what I have just said, I venture to assert that we are 

nov definitely on the way tovards a rebirth of democracy and then also of our 

Organiration. 
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Thim robitth would not be caplet. if l ubmtnntial progroam were not rrdo 

towardm dimarrsunt and an incraara in aacurity for all. 

In Europe in tocoat loothm the lamt wdiun-ranga nuclaar rimailom have 

bean dertroyed. The START Treaty wnich ~88 8JLqn.d in Morcow between the 

Soviet Union and the United State8 im only intended to ba the initial l tep in 

a mre l ignificant roductioo of central nuclear armena1.r. Par that rea8on, an 

agreewnt on the final elimination of chemical and bacteriological weapon8 im 

aveo Wre urgent. 

The Gulf war - I would venture to hope - ham coavincad each and every one 

of UI of tho frlghtfal rirkm involved in the praaancs of a dictator of the ilk 

of Saddsr IIuamein. Significant action in order to prevent the proliferation 

of weapon8 of mama demtruction as well am their mean8 of delivary ia a subject 

that l hould be taken up aa a matter of priority during lhim Beamion of tha 

General Aamorrbly. 

Control of convantional-weapons malam is a natural Corollary of thim 

procaam. I would voice the hope that the action of the Co-unity and it8 

member Statea which waa announced at the laat European Council in Luxarbourg, 

with a view to entablimhing a register of weapo~a transfera, will be broadly 

supported in the General Assetably. 

Armon those disputes which have been hanging fire for a long tine now the 

Israeli-Palemt5nian conflict is undoubtedly the most destabiliniog for peace 

in the world. lhe elinination of the Iraqi menace ham provided a roMnt!un 

which nay gradually pave the way to final peace in that region. The whole 

range of probleaa surrounding thia conflict can henceforth be taken up in a 

new spirit. The terms of settlement should naturally be based on Security 

Council remolutionm 242 (1967) and 338 (1973). Their full inplemntation is a 
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duty. That givom ~8 ovary roa8on unrorervodly to support James Bakor’r 

initiative, with which Europe quite naturally saaociator itrslf. 

A great deal of dircusrion haa boon devoted to thm place of the Conxnunity 

at the peace conforant: table. Aa 2 #aid earlier, it appears to me to be 

pointleas to dwell endlermly on proving the urofulnora of the preoonco of the 

Conanunity, which has 343 million citiaons and which ir separated from this 

hotbed of tension by a single mea. The market6 on both banks of the 

Mediterranean are complementary. This ir of course equally true for Israel 

and for its Arab neighbourr. Indeed it ir only Kurope that can offer them 

economic prorpects; neither the Soviet Union nor the United States can do do. 

Naturally such prospects can exist only in the context of a Middle East which 

has resolutely embarked on the road to peace. 

In the light of the tremendous distreos of millions of person8 in various 

parts of the world, urgent action needs to be taken. In the cane of these 

extreme ca8e8 of underdevelopment it appeara inevitable that the international 

community has a duty to assist them. In view of what has been learned in 

recent years I would venture to stata that there is a very clear link between 

democracy, human rights and development. 

Respect for fundamental freedoms and the rules of democracy can no longer 

be regarded Limply a8 a legal or even a moral imperative. Such respect is 

essential if development is to flourish and there is to be economic growth. 

The lessons learned in recent yeara from Central and Eastern Europe go well 

beyond the European continent. 

The functioning of democratic representative institutions, the primacy of 

the law, and political pluralism are all essential if there is to be a 

favourable basis for economic development. The Community has spelt out these 
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requirements in a number of provisions Of the Lom& Convention. This approach 

is also to be found in the agreements negotiated with the countries of Latin 

America and Central America. They were reaffirmed in Luxembourg during the 

first half of this year at the meetings which the Twelve held with the Gulf 

Co-operation Council as well as at the meeting with the members of the 

Association of South-East Asian Nations (ASEAN). 

With the end of the East-West rift the concept of a third world as a 

separate political entity is in its turn becoming blurred. Xaving rid 

ourselves of totalitarian ideologies which have fallen into bankruptcy 

everywhere, we sre now collectively involved in a single economic system which 

I am convinced will, in the long run , make it possible for all people on Earth 

to be emancipated. 

In this context I must emphasise that there can be no lasting development 

unless there is scrupulous respect for environmental concerns. It is my hope 

that at the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development, to be 

held next year, the number of decisions taken will exceed the length of the 

speeches made. 

In recent times we have heard a great deal about a new world order 

following on the Gulf war. I do not know whether it will exist one day, since 

no one has really thought about it so far. Nevertheless one thing does seem 

to me to be essential and therefore deserving of our attention at this end of 

the twentieth century: the world is being transformed at an unprecedented 

rate. A number of oppressed peoples are aspiring to the benefits of human 

rights and fundamental freedoms. Dozens of new democracies have come into 

being in recent years. They are asking for cooperation, open markets, 

credits, the rescheduling of debt and political dialogue. They all wish to 

have their share of progress. 
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Currently the world is still largely dominated by protectionism, waves of 

uncontrolled irmnigration, xenophobia, the upsurge of nationalistic extremism, 

racism and elitist ideologies. If we consider all t se elements, we can 

easily see once again that the concept of security is by no means simply 

militaryr it also encompasses socio-economic systems and values. 

The European Comnunity, in keeping with its aspirations and its 

interests. is seeking to provide itself with the ways and means for 

shouldering its responsibilities. Political union and economic and monetary 

union are essential if Europe is to participate in the construction of 

tomorrow’s world. The action of the Twelve has already provided a striking 

example of vhat it can do at the Conference on Security and Cooperation in 

Europe, of which it has now become the linchpin. 

The work of renewal in Europe cannot fail to have an effect in our 

Organixation. XL must be noted that for some years now the Security Council 

has been acting with exemplary efficacy and in close cooperation with the 

Secretary-Genaral. The number of peace-keeping operations has increased. It 

is sure?y striking that last spring four new operations were launched in the 

Gulf, in Western Sahara, Angola and El Salvador in less than two months. 

The exercise of restructuring the economic and social sector of the 

United Nations has been successfully initiated, and the President of 

Luxembourg was very pleased to have been able to submit the not inconsiderable 

contribution of the Twelve. The task of making reforms in the work of the 

General Assembly should be carried out in such a way as to rationalise that 

work and make it more significant. Reforms must necessarily be made in the 

operations of the Secretariat, making more efficacious the means of action at 

the disposal of the Secretary--General, The recent session of the European 
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Council, in the light of l rperionce gained from rocelrt international 

catamtrophsm, callmd for l treagthmnlng of the coordinating machinery for 

emergency action undortakon by the United Iationm. 6tepr rhould al@o be taken 

to strengthen the role of the United #ationm in the prevention of conflicts. 

The Secretary-General shortly to be appointed by the General Assembly 

will thus have a vast field of endeavour to organise and rtructure in order to 

prepare the United Ration6 for the year 2000. 
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Our Organination, confident of its renewed capacity to act, should have a 

range of effective tools capable of safeguarding international peace and 

security, meeting the msny socio-economic ills. helping States in their 

difficult process of democratic and economic transition and, finally, 

promoting respect for human rights and the primacy of law in international 

relations. These are the challenges which will face the new Secretary-General 

and those who will be assisting him. 

The new Secretary-General will be able to draw on the exemplary work done 

at the head of the Organisation by Mr. Peres de Cuellar, to whom the 

Luxembourg Government extends its deep gratitude. I have been able to 

ascertain, through my numerous personal and official contacts, the lofty 

commitment of the Secretary-General. Eis departure will inevitably leave a 

void. May those who tomorrow assume the daunting task of carrying on the 

torch be inspired by the example set by Mr. Javier Peres de Cuellar. 

&fr. DRSYPUS MORALES (Nicaragua) (interpretation from Spanish): 

Allow me to congratulate Ambassador Shihabi on his election to the presidency 

of the General Assembly at this session. His election to this high office is 

an acknowledgement of his diplomatic abilities and a tribute to his country, 

Saudi Arabia, with which Nicaragua has firm ties of friendship. I would also 

like to express to his predecessor, Mr. Guido de Marco, our appreciation of 

his successful guidance of our work at the forty-fifth session. 

It is a privilege for Nicaragua to welcome Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, 

the Marshall Islands, Micronesia, the Republic of Korea and the Democratic 

People's Pepublic of Korea as new Members of the United Nations. Their 

contribution to strengthening the Organisation and their coamnitment to the 

aims and principles of tho United Nations vi11 help us face the new challenges 

of international life. 
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We are gathered st thin forty-sixth rearion amid an international 

situation that caa be characterised aa the coexistence of schievementr, 

challenge8 and rinks - but a nituation which ia alao full of hope and 

opportunitiar. We wish to report here what we said recently at the session of 

the Bconoaic and Social Council in Genevaz today the changes taking place in 

the Soviet Union and in the countries of Eastern Europe are so profound that 

they define the beginning of a complex and long period of transition not only 

for those countries themselves but also for the entire international 

conrnunity. This transition is marked by a gradual change from an age of 

confrontation to one of cooperation. 

In the final analysis, we must achieve a firm commitment to freedom, the 

full observance of human rights, democracy and the establishment of a market 

economy compatible with justice and social responsibility. Today these 

objectives are shared by the overwhelming majority of Members of the UniteC 

Nations, but it must always be kept in mind that each country’s cultural and 

historical differences will result in its own particular characteristics being 

brought to bear in this political, social and economic transition. 

Progress in the political arena should not lull us into complacency. On 

the one hand, in the economic sphere we are still facing a multipolar reality 

in which the developing countries face serious difficulties and, on the other 

hand, the far-reaching geopolitical changes in various regions of the world, 

as in the Soviet Union, have not yet entered the phase of definitive 

consolidation. Similarly, there remains a broad margin for action in 

disarmamentr respect for human rights. transition to democracy, political 

pluralism and freedom of the individual are still precarious or tentative in 

many countries; and the developing world is still yearning to secure more just 

and equitable economic relations with the industrialized countries. 
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The threat of nuclear war has diminished but mot disappeared. New 

threats to world peace ate all around us. Wars for religious raotives, 

potential border conflicts. the trransnational viaPence as a sesult of drug 

trafficking, etEnic issues and terrorism remain praselat or letent in various 

parts of the world. All this underscores the need to revitalixe end complete 

the process of world &tWtQ and to seek new forms of action to achieve 

comprehensive peace. 

Of special concern to Nicaragua is the total military expenditure of 

developing countries which for 1988 was estimated at 4.3 per cent of their 

gross domestic product and, between 1960 and 1988. increased at twice the 

growth rate of per capita income. Distinguished specialists, among them 

Mr. Robert McNamara, have recently reminded us that during the last 45 years 

the develaping world has seen 125 conflicts and wats,which have left a 

dreadful toll of 40 million dead. We cannot allow tbe continuation of such a 

deplorable situation, and we therefore reiterate today what was said by 

Nicaragua at th8 recttnt Accra ministerial meeting of the Non-Aligned Movement 

on the necessity of definitively prohibiting war among our countries. In 

addition, we should aspire to achieve a SQ-per-c@nt reduction in military 

expenditure by the end of this decade, reallocating the resources thus freed 

to the most urgent social priorities. With the necessary gradual approach, 

the developed world should proceed- similarlly, taking advantage of the end of 

the cold war. 
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There is a general consensus on the extraordinary importance that 

successfully concluding the Wruguay Bound will have fob tbe future development 

of the world economy, cooperation and multilateralism, as well as for the 

future of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) itself. The 

original aims of the Round must be maintained and must lead gradually to 

complementary agreemeats on external debt, financing of development, 

macro-economic policies of developed countries, international economic 

adjustment and monetary cooperation. 

In this context, we believe that the international agenda should give a 

prominent place to the question of food security in general as well as a 

possible system of food assistance in particular, so that we can deal with any 

negative effects of the gradual application of the agreements reached in the 

Uruguay Round. That was @so a recommendation of tbe World Food Council, 

which met ia Elsinore, Denmark, in June of this year. 

Still on the subject of trade e we believe that tbe eighth United Nations 

Conference on Trade and Development (VNCTAD), to be held in Cartagena, 

Colombia, early next year, vi11 provide a valuable opportunity to undertake an 

objective evaluation of accomplishments, shortcomings and potentials, but 

above all to turn that body into a more effective mechanism for North-South 

cooperation. 

We must, however, be realistic and recognise that if GATT and VNCTAD 

cannot be strengthened within a relatively short time, we should give serious 

thought to a possible enlargement of the Bretton Woods institutional framework 

through the creation of an international trade organisation similar to rhe one 

envisaged in the 1946 Havana Charter, but in an updated form. 
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In addition to the iutensification of the North-South dialogue, Nicaragua 

attaches special importance to South-South cooperation, especially because of 

its beneficial effects on regional and complementarity solidarity. This was 

acknowledged in the excellent declaration approved by the Non-Alfguad Movemsnt 

in Accra, Ghana, this month. In this conteLt. we should like to stress the 

economic and trade potential of the "Greater Caribbean", composed of Central 

America, Colombia, Mexico, Venezuela and the Caribbean countries. That 

region, with a present population of 166 million, is deatined to become in 

this decade one of the most vital and dynamic regions of the world. 

The admission of the Soviet Union0 the countries of Bastern Europe and 

the Baltic countries into the International Monetary Fund (IMP) and the World 

Bank could have a negative impact on the amount of resourcea those 

institutions allocate for the developing countries. The financial resources 

provided must therefore be regarded as additional funds and must be clearly 

differentiated from those earmarked to fight underdevelopment. 

An extremely important statement was made at the second part of the 

Economic and Social Council's session this year by the Director General of the 

IMP, Mr. Michel Camdessus. Be stressed that the present international 

financial requirements are so great that we should ask ourselves if enough 

international savings are available to meet the increasinq needs of 

multilateral financial cooperation. 

The international community cannot disregard commitments already made to 

or being discussed with the developing countries. One of the most efficient 

and most direct ways to ensure this is tc j'ind more effective and permanent 

solutions to the external-debt problem, as well as to meet the goal of 

contributions by the industrialised countries to the official development 
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assistance in amounts eguivalsh- to 0.7 per cent of their gross domestic 

product. 

we support the suggestion made by the Secretary-General that the new 

international order which is just emerging should be governee by the 

principles of the Charter. At the same time, we share his concern regarding 

three realities that narrow the Organisation's margin of action: the 

persistent, although somewhat diminished, tendency not to make use of United 

Nations mechanisms to solve important problems: the contrast between the 

increasing number of tasks assigned to the Organisation and the financial 

constraints being faced; and the need to make use of the Organisation's 

capacity for preventive diplomacy. We also support the Secxtary-General's 

proposals as to where the United Nations should concentrate its activities. 

At this session of the General Assembly Nicaragua attaches special 

importance to the declaration of Central Americ& as a region of peace, 

freedom, democracy and development. In the Puntarenas Declaration approved by 

the Central American Presidents in Costa Rica on 17 Deceder 1990 (A/45/906, 

annex ) , the Presidents expressed their commitment to protecting, defending and 

pr7moting human rights; to incorporating irregular forces into the mainstream 

of political life; to doing away with violence; and to bringing about 

reconciliation in the divided Central American societies., 

A fundamental tenet of the declaration of Central America as a region of 

peace, freedom, democracy and development is recagnition that peace is one, 

undivided and indivisible. Therefore, the Central American countrius have a 

legitimate concern and a mutual, inescapable duty of solidarity in their 

efforts to a0 away with all violent action and terrorism, as well as a 

commitment to overcome extreme poverty and to promote sustained development, 
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a8 an l xprerrion of their basic intsrdspendeace and COIIIIK)~ origin and 

dertiny. Consequently, they conunit thomrelv*s to the establlsbment of a new 

model of regional security. 

Nicaragua believer that a new model of regional security can arise only 

from a law-abiding State, in a democratic society. It is defined by the 

importance of meeting the basic needs of the population for food, health, 

education and howing. This implie the eradication of poverty, the culture 

of violence and the illicit trafficking in drugs and replacing them with 

development, economic and social justice, and peace-centred education. It 

implier respect for the dignity of the human person, full observance and 

protection of human rights, and responsible exercise of freedom with justice. 

The8e are value8 which we rhould like to 8ee supported for our region by this 

session of the General Assembly and which Nicaragua put forward at the 

historic meeting of the Ibero-&nerican countries in Guadalajara, Mexico, this 

year. 

The Declaration of Guadalajara constitutes the beginning of a unique 

process of cooperation and consultation destined to have important effects on 

the world scene, for it was adopted by 21 countries, with a population of more 

than 500 million. We are pleaaed that beginning in 1992 meetings of this 

forum will take place in Spain, Brazil, Coiombia and Argentina, to give 

continuity to this process. 
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Wicsragua today im a reflectioa of current changer lo international 

life. In thir procerr we have been and we remain perforwrm - not 

spectator8. We are living deily through our am difficult procesr of 

tranrition toward8 democracy and 8 narkot l conomy# the former, guided by 

dialogue, roconciliatioa, pacification, full enjoyment of human right8 and the 

artablirhment of the rule of law; the latter, without overlooking social 

development and equity and without violating the right8 of the large majority 

of the lsicaraguan people regard1888 of political hue. PeconciliatioB i8 a 

reality in Nicaragua, and it COB8titUtO8 an l ffOCtiVO MChaBirm that mU8t be 

streagtbened if we are to make democracy irreversible. 

During 1991, Nicaragua has bOOB able to consolidate it8 policy of 

pacification and demilitarisation by reducing it8 armed forces to 21,000 

troop8 - the smallest army in Central America - from the 90,000 when Pre8ideat 

Chemorro took office in 1990. Also, of the 22,000 member8 of the resistance 

who were demobilired, more than 20,000 have already been incorporated into the 

country'8 Dormal activities. The Government is making great effort8 to 

Satisfy the Deed8 of these two group8 through farm prOgrMmss, technical 

assistance and the creation of sources of employment. This also applies to 

the more than 150,000 refugees and displaced persons who have returned to 

their homeland. 

The new Government's first year in office ha8 to its credit other 

significant accomplishments. A demanding aad persevering policy of 

reconciliation and joint endeavour have made it possible to put an end to 

hyperinflation through the economic prograsrne begun in March 1991. While 

prices for more than 30 months had been increasing at a monthly rate of 

50 per cent, between May and the end of August 1991 the monthly average 
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incrosso we8 only 1 per cont. This rerult ha8 been attained while Leoping 

within acceptable limit8 the roci~l CO8t8 Of adjU8tSOnt by W-8 Of a ptOCOS8 

of conciltation which promoter an equitable dirtribution among the variour 

income groupa of the population. Thi8 procerr includes taking Care Of tho8e 

'~ivupr nort affected by the adju8twnt, through the implenentation of revoral 

emergency social progrn8. 

The climate of demcracy that Nicaragua enjoy8 today may be 8een, for 

example, in the full enjoymnt of civil libertier, the gradual implementation 

of the rule 02 law, the independence of each branch of government and the way 

in which for the first tiI8e in the hi8tOry of Nicaragua wre than 130 

municipal government8 were elected, took office and now operate. It i8 

evident that there i8 a gradual return to tranquillity and trust - true 

pillar8 for the recovery effort to begin next year. 

The process of economic recovery rill be relatively 810~. Nevertheless, 

it will be firmly anchored in the solution the country ha8 been able to find 

for the payment of arrear8 on the pending debt with the World Bank and the 

Inter-American Development Bank amounting to $360 million. We would like to 

place on record our appreciation for the contribution8 made by the Governments 

of Germany, Austria, Canada, Denmark, the United States, Finland, France, the 

Netherlands, Norway, the Republic of Korea, Sweden and Switzerland, as well as 

for the bridge-loan financing operation8 undertaken by Colombia, Spain, Mexico 

and Veneruela. Moreover, Germany, Japan, the Republic of China and 

Switzerland grrAtOd u8 complementary development loan8 for this purpose. 

Thanks to the firm political will and solidarity of the international 

community in 8UppOrt of reconciliation and reconstruction in Nicaragua, we 

will in the coming month8 begin to 8ecure the necessary international 

financing for our development project8 and progranmes. 

. 
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The healing of wounds is not easy , especially when they have been the 

result of political polarisation and war. But us have begun this journey. We 

have before us an isauense task of reconstruction, not only in material terms, 

but more particularly in moral terms , and we are undertaking this work in 

spite of very difficult circumstances: out gross domestic product is equal to 

that at the baginning of the 1950s: the pet capita income is estimated at 

$460: unemploym8nt is estimated at more than 40 pet cent; and the external 

debt, 8mounting to $12 billion, including the aforementioned figures. is the 

highest in the world in per capita terms. In addition, a marked deterioration 

has been noted in the productive and social sectors. 

Pot all of the foregoing reasons, the attainment of p8ace in Nicaragua 

has not been without obstacles. Nevertheless, President Chamorro is firmly 

committed to the full pacification and democtatiaation of the country. As an 

integral part of these processes, the disarming of civilians and the clearing 

of mines are of special importance. These ate tasks for which we have 

requestad the support of the international cosununity and whose importance we 

reiterate at this time. 

We all know that peace is not merely the absence of war. Consequently, 

Nicaragua is coranitted to the adoption of political m8asurea inspired by 

economic and social justice that can allow us to lay the foundations for a 

just, firm and lasting peace and also to participate actively in a serious 

negotiating process regarding military questions. At the Central American 

Sunrnit held in Antigua, Guatemala, in June 1990, the Presidents agreed to 

continue negotiations coveting security. verification, control ana the 

limitation of arms and troops. To this end, the Deputy Ministers of Foreign 

Affairs of the region, constituting a conmission on security, have already met 
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four t%mes. As a result of these meetings, a kind of inventory of arms ana 

troops has been devised ana the decision was taken that each country 

officially disclose the information. Nicaragua has already aiscloeed the 

information to the Organisation of American States in May of this year, aa 

intends to disclose it to the united Nations in the immediate future. The 

commission on security is working on the design of an international mechanism 

for verification and on the application of a system of meximum ceilings for 

arms aa troops. 

Nicaragua considers the recent esbd?ski&ment of diplomatic relations 

between Guatemala and Belize a very importer. and highly promising 

development. Within this context, the first meeting of Minititers of Foreign 

Affairs of Central America and the Caribbean, to be held in November in 

Honduras, will be a landmark in relations between the two #z&regions since 

this will bring about possibilities for cooperation in terms of political 

understanding, trade, transport -a tourism. 
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In the contest of the efforts that the Secretary-General has been making 

to resolve certain regional conflicts, we are pleased at the establishment of 

the United Hations Observer Mission in El Salvador. We also view favourably 

the recent efforts of the Secretary-General to find an appropriate solution to 

this conflict. We have noted, with optimism, the concepts set forth in the 

important statement made by President Alfred0 Cristisni before the Assembly at 

this session. We are encouraged, too, by the cease-fire in the Western Sahara 

and by the efforts of the Secretary-General to bring about a referendum in 

that part of the world, as well as his latest efforts to find a comprehensive 

political solution to the problem of Afghanistan. 

The Government of Wicaragua supports the convening of a peace conference 

on the Middle East, with the participation of all the parties concerned, 

including the five permanent members of the Security Council. We hope that 

the conference can be convened in the near future. 

We are in favour of a lasting solution to the problem of Cambodia and the 

untiring efforts of the two Xoreas to achieve a peaceful reunification. 

We are especially concerned about the serious situation in Yugoslavia. 

We hope that the efforts of the European Community and the resolution adopted 

unanimously today by the Security Council will make it possible to lay the 

foundation for a lasting solution that will respect the self-determination of 

the Yugoslav people. 

Xicaragua supports the legitimate rights of the people of Cyprus to 

self-determination. It supports also the national unity and territorial 

unification of Lebanon. 

In the case of South Africa, we welcome the dialogue and preliminary 

agreements between the parties to put an end to racial strife, which must 
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eventuate in the establishment of universal suffrage and the adoption of an 

egalitarian constitution that will guarantee the final eradication of the real 

structures of apartheid, thereby rendering its legal abolition effective. 

Concerning Africa, we agree with the aforementioned Accra declaration, to 

the effect that sooner or later the enormous problems of that continent will 

affect the who18 of humanity, and that a world that does not take into account 

the extraordinary possibilities offered by Africa will for ever be the poorer 

for it. 

With regard to the environment and development, Nicaragua supports the 

principle of equitably shared responsibility, as well as the establishment of 

a common agenda among the developed and developing countries. We hope to 

arrive at substantive agreements during the meeting to be held in March of 

next year here in New York, since it is imperative to secure the success of 

the Conference in Rio de Janeiro. 

We reiterate Nicaragua's commitment to the norms and standards of 

international law. as we begin this year to observe the United Hations Decade 

of International Law. We also support the possibility of having a summit 

meeting on social development. At the request of the Economic and Social 

Council, the Secretary-General has undertaken consultations on this matter. 

In the present critical, complex but promising world situation, the 

peoples of the world have great expectations of the United Nations. We must 

therefore lend them our support, so that the Organisation may be able to play 

an even more effective role, through a timely restructuring and the 

strengthening and democratisation of all its bodies. We are convinced that if 

we are to bequeath a better world to future generations we must arrive at a 

consensus on the way to update and strengthen our world Organisation, placing 

it at the service of the human race in all its dimensions. 
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To conclude, let u8 not forget that although the cold wer bee Qaded there 

is still e oilent war against huager, melautrftioa, extreme poverty. 

illiteracy, drug trafficking aad uaemployateat. In the midst of this daily 

conflict tbousaads of poor people are dying or are uaeble to develop their 

humaa potential. We must conguer these enemies of progress cad civilisation 

if we do aot weat to commit a crime against humaaity. We can only attain this 

objective if the iateraetioaal c-unity makes a joint, sustaiaed and 

coordinated effort to do so. That is our coma agenda, ia the fulfilment of 

which the international conmnunity will always find Nicaragua in the forefroat. 

. The meetraa rose at 7.55 ~.m. 


